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CITY
EDITION
15c

Women Mistreated At P.O., Says NAPE
Whalum New President Group Says Negroes
Of Union Protective Treated Like 'Beasts'
Harold J. Whalum, son of tainer during his 13 months
While racial barriers are "Prejudiced supervisors conthe founder of the Union Pro- in that country.
tective Life Insurance com- Discharged in May 1954, he falling in other parts of the thine to act as though they
pany, was elected president of entered the University of Ten- country, the Bluff City branch were overseers on a planthe firm during a meeting of nessee at Knoxville where he of the National Alliance of tation cotton patch in the Antethe board of directors last studied finance and mathe- Postal Employees reports that Bellum South, and assign the
the Memphis Post Office re- worse jobs to Negroes.
Friday, Feb. 9.
matics.
He succeeds his uncle, Lew- In 1954 he became agency mains a fortress of racial dis- "As recently as the week of
crimination with 99 per cent Jan. 21, 1968, all the Negroes
is H. Twigg, Sr., who was secretary and assistant secre- of the
promotions going to in two groups were herded
elected chairman of the board. tary of the company. In 1956
whites.
together like cattle and sent
Mr. Twigg had previously
The NAPE likens the Mem- to perform menial work at
served as president and chairphis Post Office to a cesspool another station. They were not
man of the board.
presided over by the "white furnished transportation and
Mr. Whalum is the third
power structure," which "only had to saunter to the next
president in the history of the
lets one of us out of the cess- station like a trail of long34-year-old company which was
pool when forced to do so." horn steers.
founded in September 1933 by
At present, about 60 per cent "Not a single white clerk in
his father, the late II. David
of the Memphis Postal work- either group was sent with
Whalum, the company's first
ers are white, and the other them to do the most despicable
president.
40 per cent Negro.
work in the Post Office. This
The senior Mr. Whalum died
Despite the fact that Ne- has happened on many ocfrom injuries received in an
groes in the Memphis Post Of- casions, and when it is called
automobile accident at Cairo,
fice are better educated than to the supervisors' attention,
Ill., in 1947 while returning to
their white counterparts, 99 nothing is done," the report
Memphis from Chicago.
per cent of the higher jobs go stated.
His
brother-in-law, Lewis
to white workers, NAPE said. Negroes in the Memphis Post
Twigg, Sr., succeeded him as
NAPE branded the report Office . ita stay off the job
president of the firm known
that Negroes are not able to
then as the Union Protective
because of illness, NAPE said,
pass the examination for suAssurance Company.
pervisory positions as a "co- are charged with bad conduct,
Harold Whalum was gradlossal lie." A number of Ne- and letters, to that effect go
uated from Booker T. Washgroes have passed the examina- into their files. White superington High School in 1945 and
tion, it reported, and since visors then call their homes,
received his undergraduate dethose already on the list are posing as friends, and ask if
gree from Morehouse College
HAROLD WHALUM
passed over in favor of less the Negro worker has gone
or is going to a football or basin Atlanta. He got his maspresident; Mrs. Lois Quinn, ter's degree in business ad- he was elected assistant secre- qualified whites in the appoint- ketball game.
sistant secretary of GGG;
surer of the Boys Club, prePLAQUE PRESENTATION
ments,
others
are
reluctant
to
treasurer; Mrs. Frankie ministration from Atlanta Uni- tary and actuary. He became
Miss Carolyn Grear, Robert
sents plaque to Mrs. Glenda
— Members of the GGG
Before Negro women came
take such tests.
Standard, secretary, and versity and was working for vice president and actuary in
Ledbetter, GGG advisor,
Grear, president of the
Club were presented
into the Post Office as clerks,
"The
few
Negroes
who
have
Mrs. Jean Merriweather. a second master's degree in 1959, and for the past two made
and Isaac White, member
GGG club. Others standa Founding Fathers plaque
supervisor are educated, white 'women were assigned
Their donation was pro- actuarial science at the Uni- years has served as executive urbane and
of the board of directors
ing from left are Rufus
for financial contributions
articulate, where- to easy jobs at DeSoto Staceeds from their first fi- versity of Iowa when he was vice president.
of Boys Club. GGG memR. Jones, public relations
to the Goodwill Boys Club
as being white qualifies the tion, it was reported, but when
nancial drive.
bers seated from left
chairman of Boys Club;
drafted into the Army in 1952. He is married to the former other group," NAPE reports. Negro women were hired, suof Memphis, and standing
are Mrs. Joyce Miller, vice
Mrs. Pearl Harrison, as.
at left, Willard Bell, treaMr. Whalum served with the Matilda Chavis of Jersey City, For years, NAPE said, whites pervisors began assigning them
Finance Office of the Eighth N.J. They are the parents of were appointed to supervisory to Butler Annex to load trailer
Army in Korea and later with two sons, Harold, Jr., 11, and positions w i thout examina- trucks. Some postal workers
Special Services as an enter- Fredrick Roy, nine.
tions, and when Negroes asked were said to have directed
for such promotions, examina- wives assigned there to go
tions were added. After Ne- home and resign.
groes passed the tests design- "Even there, white women
ed to exclude them, "the white were never exploited like NeMemphis is one of 19 paint Stevens, board **airmen- of viding $413,000 in federal funds and has done additional study
power structure devised a gro women," the report stated.
cities selected- to launch a Bondol Laboratories, is the for the national project. 0E0 at LeMoyne College, Tennesscheme to select the best qual- Several Negro women have
University,
Uni$319,532,
and
A&I
State
putting
up
see
is
federal-sponsored training and chapter president.
ified man."
been injured while attempting
business development program The National Business EDA, $93,859. The National versity of Tennessee and AlexTo assure that a white man to perform heavy jobs at the
known as Project Outreach. League, predominantly Negro, Business League must con- ander Hamilton Iatitute. He Secretary Robert C. Weaver ulty members because it is would get the job, one would Post Office, NAPE said. One
The local project will be concluded an agreement with tribute an additional $70,000. is on leave as president of of the U.S. Department of unable to furnish them liv- be transferred to the section has had surgery and has not
under direction of the Mem- the Office of Economic Oppor- Leonard J. Small of 1506 BHS Tailoring company.
Housing and Urban Develop- ing quarters.
where the job was to be filled worked in two years and
phis chapter of the National tunity and the Economic De- Birdsong, chosen to serve as Helping Mr. Small and Mr. ment has announced, approval
and given "on-the-job train- another has been away from
$46,700
will
use
college
The
proAdministration
velopment
A.
Memphis
proproject
director of the
Business League, George
Stevens spearhead the
of a $115,000 College Housing
connection with ing" before the job was post- work for 18 months.
Act, said: "Project Outreach in Memphis is Lawrence S. Loan for faculty housing at Le- of its funds in
develop- ed. When the job would go "When they reported the job
housing
faculty
the
throughout the 13 pilot cities Wade, manager of Mutual- Moyne College in Memphis,
up for bids, the white work- injury, the white power 'strucment program.
is aimed at producing 40 can- Federal Savings and Loan As- Tenn.
er would be considered the ture treated them as if they
designed
was
project
didates for management trainee sociation and secretary of the Reservation of funds for this The
best qualified on account of were beasts of burden," the
jobs, 240 trainees who will Memphis chapter of the Na- project was made in July, by Gassner, Nathan, Browne experience,
report added.
and Seabrook, Architects-Planopen new businesses on a tional Business League.
1967.
Tenn.
Memphis,
Inc.,
ners,
sound basis, and the training The National Business The college plans to construct
of 500 persons already in busi- League was founded in 1900 by a new two-story building con- The College Housing Loan
ness in the hope of improving Booker T. Washington, also taining eight two-bedroom Program is authorized by the
their performance."
founder of Tuskegee Institute apartments to house faculty Housing Act of 1950 under
Mr. Small said the national in Alabama.
members. Available housing Section 401, as amended, to
project expects to enroll up to Mr. Stevens said the Na- is old and needs replacing help colleges and hospitals
2,400 trainees. "Most of the tional Business League will since upkeep and repairs are expand their facilities to abtraining will be accomplished hold its convention in Metnphis exorbitant. The college finds sorb increases in student enman
w a s bleeding about the head.
A 30-year-old
it difficult to recruit new fac- rollment.
•
charged
murder last Mr. Cook was able to teli by utilizing the resources of in 1969.
with
The Honor Program for the Six Weeks were Carolyn Dawweek after an autopsy reveal- police who had beaten him federal distributive educationfirst semester and the third son, LuVelma Robinson, Roded that the death of an 8.5- before he was carried to the al prOgrams, local colleges
six weeks, at Booker T. Wash- erick Taylor,
year-old man was caused by hospital, but at the time he and universities and local adult
Emma Anderington High School, was held
a blow struck by the younger refused to have Mr. Evans education systems," he pointson,
Brenda
Smith,
Clara Benrecently in the Blair T. Hunt
ed out.
prosecuted.
man on Saturday. Jan. 27.
nett, Dorothy Bond, Jacqueline
Gymnasium.
It
was
sponsored
Memphis
The victim was Lee Cook, The elderly man died in Training classes in
by the Alpha Elite Club, a Camper, Anne Jackson, Janet
of 366 Edith St. Charged with John Gaston Hospital on Sat- will be held at LeMoyne Colscholarship,
service and social Jenious, Alice F. Johnson,
Junior
College.
Owen
lege
and
autopsy
murder was Roosevelt Evans, urday, Feb. 3, and an
Rogers Prewitt, Radine Pruorganization.
who lived at the same address. was performed to determine Mr. Small has set up Proitt, Sandra Richardson, MarThe
president,
Miss Danette line
According to police, Mr. if his death was caused by the ject Outreach headquarters in
Scruggs, Sheila Thompson,
Jones, presided. Speaker for
Cook and Evans, who was blow he received on Jan. 27 Mutual-Federal S a vings &
II
War
World
Kitchen' M I tchell, Gregory
in
educaservice
of
professor
Orr,
W.
William
C.
—
N.
DURHAM,
the
occasion
was
Miss
Julia
married to the victim's grand- or from some other ailment. Loan Building at 588 Vance
Mickle, Izear Ward, Fannie
P. Malone, director of place- tion, who will return to the Malone has been in his pre- D. Harris, a member of the
daughter, got into an argu- The report was issued on Avenue.
Willett,
Bernard Addison, Lilholdclassroom
1960,
since
position
Colsent
Carolina
North
tenth grade class, whose topic
ment on Jan. 27, and ended Wednesday, Feb. 7, stating He was granted a 12-month ment at
concurrently the rank of was "Why Education is Im- lian Collier, LeWania Miller,
the
to
Malone
ing
named
native,
Durham
been
A
has
lege,
fact
death
was
in
when the younger man struck that his
leave by the State Department
Jane Irby, Blanche Milton and
develop- attended Dur h a m
public assistant professor of health portant."
caused by the beating. Mr. of Personnel to serve as pro- post of director of
Mr. Cook.
Luevennia Austin.
During his tenure Special
education.
Presicollege,
the
ment
at
recognition was given
schools and received both as director of placement,
Mr. Evans then left home, Evans was arrested Feb. 8 and ject director. He was an emAnd Margaret Balfour, Elms
anWhiting
Albert N.
and returned the next day. charged with murder.
ployment representative with dent
the B. S. degree and the recruitment activities at the to Miss Carol Payne, 12-17, Jones, Rosalind Leath, Betty
appointnew
The
nounced.
When Mrs. Cook came home Re appeared in City Court the department.
Master of Science in Public college by government, in- who received the title, "Home- Langhorn, Dorothy Price, Lomaker of Tomorrow" as a
early Sunday morning, Jan. last Saturday before Judge Mr. Small holds the B.S. de- ment was effective Feb. 1. Health degree from NCC. He
retha Vanderbilt, Evelyn
See Page 2
28, about 1:15 a.m., she dis- Bernie Weinman and his bond gree from Tuskegee Institute He succeeds Dr. Charles is a veteran of five years'
• result of her high average in Ware, Connie Gladney, Brenthe
Betty
Crocker
Knowledge
covered that her husband was was set at $5,000.
and Aptitude Test. She was da Cranford, Shelia Walker,
Charlotte Bush, Paulette Gorawarded a pin as a prize.
Mose Walker, Jr. assistant don, Debra Hardy, Jennifer
principal, was awarded a "Cer- Jones, Loretta McKay, Dougtificate of Merit" by the club. las Baskin, Barbara Farris,
Principal, J.D. Springer, made Sylvia Rook, Aubrey Adams,
Helen Clark, Sandra Dukes,
the presentation.
Gwendolyn
G o o dwin, Toni
Students who received
straight A's for the Third Six Jones, Rosie Wells, Mary ButWeeks and were placed on ler, Earnestine Wright.
The Memphis branch of the January 28th edition of the
the Principal's List was Mar- Twelfth Grade Simple HonNAACP has complained to Commercial Appeal contained
jorie McRae and Carolyn An- or Roll students for the third
Robert C. Weaver, secretary over four full pages, each with
six weeks were Sederia Jones,
derson.
of the Housing and Urban DeLaura Greer, James Barfield,
Students
on
the
honor
roll
columns, of homes listed
velopment about the labeling nine
Carolyn Cooper, Louis Giggers,
for
the
first,
second
and
third
of some homes for sale to for sale. Following these adLeroy Johnson, Sharon Thompweeks,
placing
six
them
on
the
Negroes in newspapers and vertisements were three colson, Lee Etta Rodgers, MereSemester
Honor
Roll
were:
implying that all others in- umns headed by 'Homes for
Linda Broo ldns, La Verne dith Robinson, Larry Cole, Netcluding FHA-financed houses, Sale—Negro.'
Alexander, Carolyn Dawson, tie Treble. Vernon Thompson,
subdiFHA-financed
"All
are for white only.
Connie Gladney, Louis Gig- Flossie Farmer, Percy HarIn a letter from Mrs. Max- visions and homes were ingets, Priscilla Hayes, Danette vey, Glenda Johnson, Frankie
ine A. Smith, executive sec- cluded in the four pages menJones, Nettie Perry, Beverly Harris, Priscilla Hayes, DanBlake, Linda Walker, Terry ette Jones, Nettie Perr y,
retary of the branch, the com- tioned. The implication in this
Gipson. Milta Hall, Barbara Charles Hudson, Fannie Woods
plaint states: "The Memphis type advertisement which is
Memphis,
is
that
of
typical
and Juanita Woods.
becoming
is
-Jones
and Linda Brown.
NAACP
Branch
Tenth Grade Simple Honor Also Beverly Blake, Shelia
increasingly concerned about Negroes are restricted to only
Roll for the Third Six Weeks Clark, Anita Pointer, Sharon
the segregated housing pat- those homes in columns head
were Linda Brookins, Alber- Pruitt, Katie Gray, Edna
terns in our community which ed 'Homes for Sale—Negro.'
deen Clayborn, Linda Petti- Brown, Linda Brown, Barbara
are becoming more deeply en- "We hereby request that
grew, Sandra Wilson, Debra Jones, Christine Neely, Patriyour department will make it
trenched as time goes by..,
Harris, Brenda Smith, Ricky cia Riley, Joyce Finley, Velma
"We feel that the Federal mandatory that all newspaper
Garrett, Carol Keys, Julia Middleton, C a rolyn Myers,
Housing Authority plays a advertisements of federally
clearly
will
Harris,
Bernice Moss, Rebecca Jerry Wilborn, Pearlie Harhousing
financed
of
perpetuation
the
part in
Standing,
Beverly Blake, Linda Chillis, Fredricks Jones, Dan- ris, Wanda Taylor, Carolyn
Terr N
Gipson.
or Program held in the
housing discrimination by not spell out that this housing is BTVF HONOR STUDENTS
Brookins and Connie Glad- iel Darr, David Stinnett, De- Norman, Janis Jones, Faye
same order, are Linda
Blair T. Hunt gymnasium.
making it crystal clear in news- available to both Negroes and — Eligible for the first
Perry.
ney.
Walker, N e t tie
. The program was lores Ann Boothe and Joseph Collins, Joyce Parker, Linda
Seated from left are Louis
semester honor roll at
paper advertisements that all whites."
Walker, Ruby Wright, JoAnn
Carolyn Dawson, La Verne
sponsored by the Alpha Thomas.
Giggers, Linda Brown, MarFHA -financed housing is avail- The NAACP has asked sec- Booker T. Washington High
Eleventh Grade Simple Hon- McKinney, Armie Kerr, Terry
Alexander, Priscilla Hayes,
Elite club.
jorie McRae, Carolyn Anable to both races.
Iretary Weaver for a decision School, these students were
or Roll studentil for th, Third Gipson and Charlotte Walker.
Danette Jose*, Milta Hall,
derson, Barbara Jones and
cited during a recent HonTo illustrate this point, the in the matter.

Memphis A Pilot City In 'Project Outreach'

LeNtwne Gets HUD Loan
o Build Apartments

Murder Charge Fil
After Man, 85, Dies

Washington Scholars
Cited During Program

Director Of Development
Appointed At N.C. College

Weaver Asked To Halt
Bias In Newspaper Ads

F
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LBJ Predicts Many Morellot Summers Of Turmoil
ment rate for last month Franklin D. Roosevelt's sec-1 still have a bad summer . . . lengthy session, the President er (President Herbert HoovWASHINGTON ( U PL)
President Johnson says -he (3-5 per cent) was the lowest ond inaugural address. John- we'll have a bad year . . all said student demonstrations er)."
He said youthful protesting
. inCpects the for a long time, he said, son said two-thirds of the peo- election years are bad."
saddened and troubled him
further turmoil
We'll have the best year — pie in the United States don't The student leaders who in- "because I know how they seem to look upon the governcities and "several bad sum- learning, employment, gross, know how the other third terviewed Johnson are planment "in a very unusual
mers" before the nation's! product — It'll be the best llives.
ning to conduct a presidential feel." He recalled that as a light as something that can
urban problems are resolved. year. but not near good He said he was convinced preference referendum April young
at
man
Southwest perform miracles."
that business leaders were l 24 on more than 1,000 college Texas State College be had "All we can guarantee is
"I don't think we can avert I enough
almost that you speak freely," Johnprotested a g a vast
a
bad summer," Johnson Paraphrasing t h e famect "more concerned" about ur- campuses
said during a 75-minute ques- "one-third of a nation" of ban problems, but that "we'll During the course of - the everything, including Mr. Hoo- son added.
tion-and-answer session with -a grails of student leaders
I
from 11 colleges at the White
House Monday night
The Chief Executive was
asked by a Negro student cI
what a 1 ternative he saw
WELCOME TO LUSAKA —
to the "rising urban crisis "
o
OS
Mrs. Kenneth David Kaun•
how another troubled summer
1
"NEW LOCATION"
da, wife of the President of
could be avoided.
warmly invites
Zambia,
thathis
He told th
Mrs. Hubert H. Humphrey
administratione was
youth doing the
her home for tea while
to
best it could to find soluhusband holds official
her
—
CO11ERELL
Illinois
with
now
even
working
are
of the NAACP Youth Chapter C H I C A G 0 ,
enforcement officials armed
tions to the urban problems, By WILLIAM
with the Vice Presibut he warned:
and a student at South Caro- Mayor Richard J. Daley young people in our various with guns might be "un- talks
during his recent ninedent
S. C. (UPI)
ORANGEBURG,
Wedunfavorably
neighborhoods."
dangerous."
controllable
and
responded
h
"W
a had lina State College, said ..you
African
nesday to Sheriff Joseph I. The Mayor asserted the "Well, what that governor nation tour of the
We'll have several bad sum- - Student leaders Tuesday 1 can't assess the situation,
here.', but
continet.
reto
plan
Super Sport 2 door Hardproposed
Woods'
constructed
pools
swimming
I
keep
me.
to
officials
pertain
that
did doesn't
mers before we can avert demanded
the tension is still
Top. Loaded with Equipcruit a 1,000 man task force next to fire houses, the open can deputize anyone I want
the deficiencies of centuries two Negro colleges — where
"Sharp"1-6997
to ward off possible violence door policy of school recreation to," Woods declared.
ment.
Love
other
Negro
and
young
. . . all we can do is the best three students have
been
Na- facilities during the summer
summer's
next
during
Notes 4
Assume
we can."
leaders from across the state
to Woods' plan,
killed in racial violence
Convention. and plans for more pools next In response
Per Mo.
Johnson called OD Congress closed until their demands met and drew up a list of tional Democratic
McClellan,
metropolitan
Ed
Mayor Daley criticized the to police stations in ghetto
to make a "dent into some of are met.
d i rector of the
demands calling for desegrega- plan during his weekly news neighborhoods will expand re- program
The National Paint, Varnish
200 YOUNGER CARS
the causes of unrest" by
his organizasaid
NAACP,
ere conference at City Hall.
f a bowling
•
creation programs for youngs- tion would not support the and Lacquer Association urges
appropriating the funds he Leon Love, state president!last week's
—IN STOCKviolence began, 'I don't think such a thing ters.
v
you not to dip more than onehad requested tor antipoverty,
sheriffs program.
15
Blocks East of
Mayor Woods, who made his plan In a letter to Woods, Mc- third of your brush into the
creation of a fair employ, is necessary," the
NEW CAR SHOWROOM
model cities. health, educadeeply
too
paint.
Dipping
the
in
faith
have
ment commission and an end said. "I
known Tuesday, said his task Clellan stated, "The NAACP
tion, jobs and other programs. HOUSEHOLD TIP.
people of Chicago. The majority force would consist of men is not in the business of law fills your brush excessively
to "police brutality."
1593 UNION AVE.
m a k es brush-cleaning
Another student asked the Happy is the man who, at
of the people are interested 'trained for riot duty and enforcement. We are in the and
278-9926
can
day,
hard
a
of
end
almost
the
impossible
afterward.
They
programs.
demands
positive
in
"We want these
President whether he thought
would be racially balanced. business of representing human
ease himself into a comfor- to be carried out," Love said. want better education for But, h e a sserted, if it dignity.
To remove any excess paint
private enterprises could be table chair, and enjoy the
can't their children, better housing, can't be, "I'll go on with it "Whereas we have always gently slap it against the inbrought in to help cope with flickering tranquility of a wood "Unless they are, we
side of the paint can:
jobs and other opportunities anyway."
remain
to
Orangeburg
expect
and
law, order
supported
the "crisis in our cities."
fire. But fireplaces take- some
quiet as it has been the which the City of Chicago The Sheriff said he would justice, the NAACP is not in
as few days."
Johnson said he believed care. Most of them, in older I last
is providing.
NOW SHOWING!
approach such groups as the a position to supply the latent
businessmen and other people homes, are brick lined and
"I am an optimist. I am not American
ramifications of deputization
Veterans
Legion,
easily
is
brick
and
confifaced,
not directly involved with
. Gov. Robert McNair said a pessimist. I have
At 1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00 9:
of Foreign Wars, Kiwanis, as it relates to people gathered
ghetto life were becoming soiled and difficult to clean.i Monday he had been in con- dence in the good people Lions, Urban League, Rotary, for the purpose of peaceful
more aware of the enormous For easy maintenance and i tact with the White House of Chicago, our fine police
protest under law.
backed and the National Association "Whereas we can appreciate
at rocked force and firemen
problems there. He said he continuing beauty the fire-place l on the violence that
of
dvancement
for
A
the
SPENCER SIDNEY KATHARINE
had been meeting with various facing and hearth should be this farming town, and an- by our Illinois National Guard.
Colored PeoWe (NAACP), to that the sheriff is attempting
firemen
industralists, including Henry made of a material such as Guard
600 National'
the rushed
nouncedtroops
and
policemen
POITIER HEPBURN
TRACY
in last i The
recruit men for the task to resolve what apparently
Fqrd II, to try to enlist their fireproof ceramic tile, which
sumdifficult
a
as
views
he
force.
•
aid.
will give lasting beauty to week would remain in town
In describing what the group mer by increasing advanced
THE PICTURE
Noting that the unemploy- lthis living room focal point. indefinitely.
would be like, Woods said the administrative planning, the
amennot
is
plan
reported
a
as
serve
volunteers would
EVERYBODY'S
Continued From Page 1
supplement to his regular able to what we believe our
WANTING
BEEN
dustry, education, and other 250-man squad of riot-trained constitutional guarantees for
men."
depuall
TO SEE!
interests have' grown to such sheriffs police and as
proportions that more than ties would carry firearms and Mayor Daley said he feels
a
being
little
300 representatives visit the have the legal right to use Woods is
ncrocoutt
"hysterical." He said, "the
them.
campus annually.
Malone has been quoted by The sheriff was told during sheriff may need these
news conference that volunteers in suburban areas,
The New York Times in his
concerning Iowa Gov. Harold E. Hughes but as for Chicago, there is
articles
several
had squelched efforts by the no need. If there are probGov. Richard J. Hughes — agency.
minority placement.
By PAUL THARP
as
served
Highway Patrol to form lems," the Mayor added, "we
Iowa
also
has
and its recommendation that James
Malone
chairman
Hooper.
KATHARINE HOUGHTON
NEWARK, N. J. (UPI) — a grand jury investigate of the
of an instructor ,at NCC; as a a similar group because he already have fine police and
chapter
local
"Sure, it was accurate. But allegations of City Hall cor- CORE, said, "It is encourag- public heal th investigator felt a posse of amateur law a fire department."
it didn't tell me a thing ruption.
ing that the committee with a employed j o i ntly by the
sew," a Negro said of a riot "I'm not overly optimistic majority of whites came up Federal Security Agency and
report that called Newark that either the legislature with this report." He added the North Carolina Board of
police and National Guards- or the people of New Jersey the most important finding Health; and as a school
men trigger happy and City will measure up to the de- in the report was that "the health coordinator for GreensHall corrupt.
mands called for in the re- things the administration ig- boro, High Point, and GuilNegro I e a ders generally port," said State Assembly- nored and we complained ford County.
had mixed ractions to the re- man George Richardson. a about came to light."
Among h i s p r ofessional
port — received last week by Negro Democrat from Essex
memberships are the Southren
work
to
A waitress hurrying
Association, the
Placement
County.
said, "Citizens will be behind North Carolina Health Edu•
"About all I see from it is it but City Hall's going to
cation Association, and the
ariety Show
we can get that Addonizio turn its back on it."
Association for School, Colsaid
out," a woman shopper
A businessman said, "The lege, and University Staffing.
Addonizio recommendations for a grand
of Mayor Hugh
He is a member of Beta
in summing up the 478-page jury investigation of the poli- Kappa Chi Honorary Scientigovernor's
report from the
ticians is just the thing that's fic Society and Alpha Phi
A benefit variety show for select Commission on Civil going to put backbone in Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
the First Baptist Beale Day Disorders.
the drive to defeat Addonizio." Active in civir and comCare Center at 379 Beale st. Dozens of Negroes, stopped "This whole thing is trickery; munity
programs in Durwill be presented at the Fla- on sire etc in downtown it's trickery by the officials to ham, Malone has served on
mingo Room at 140 Hernando Newark on a cold and blus- pacify a II the
Negroes," the vestry and as superintenst. on Sunday, Feb. 25. start tery Lincoln's birthday, said , another man said.
• dent of Sunday School at St.
number
ing at 8 p.m.. and a
the report was accurate. Riot- "Everybody is talking about Titus Episcopal Church.
of local musicians will per- ing last July in Newark it because it brought out He is married to the forform.
killed 26 persons, injured more more ,than what they expect- mer Madeline Southerland of
Among those scheduled to than
destroyed ed,"a woman said. "We know Durham, who teaches at the
and
1,400
appear are Fred Ford and and estimated -$10 million in
about the cops and the judges Fayetteville S t reet School.
his electric saxophone. the property.
and it's all right there. It's They are the parents of one
Eldridge.
Du-Kays, Jerome
daughter.
phrase,
the
used
many
But
per cent true."
100
Gene
the Danny Hollis Trio,
char
to
thing,"
"It's
big
no
"Bowlegs" Miller and his or•
acterize the report.
chestra, Harry Winfield and
12-member
the
said
Some
Dorothy
the "Heat Waves."
commission made its scathing
Cox, Funny Britt, Little Rogers
report on law enforcement
and others.
"just to satisThe show is being sponsored and city officials
Negroes."
fy
club
by the Artist and Models
"Read between the lines,"
and the Robert R. Church
a bearded man said on Broad
Lodge of the Elks.
.
that',
Mrs. Susie Davis is director st. "There is nothing
because
of the Day Care Center, Mau- going to happen
rice Hulbert president of the that report won't do a bit
Board o f d irectors, Mrs. of good down there." he said
Evelyn Davis volunteer co- pointing two blocks down to
ordinator, and Mrs. Evie Koen City Hall.
"I hope this makes the
secretary and treasurer.
Calvin Railings is exalted police realize that there is deep
them,"
against
ruler of the Robert R. Church resentment
Lodge, and Miss Jean Dixon' said Timothy Sill, president
United Community
president of the Artists and of the
INLAID LINOLEUM
Corp.. Newark's antipoverty
Models club.
INLAID VINYL
6' WIDE

students Demand
u re Of S. C.
Campuses

Mayor RapsSheriff Woods
Riot Task Force Program

DOUTHIT-CARROLL
PONTIAC
67 CHEVROLET

FT:DAISY!

Director

Newark Negroes Call Riot
Report Grim Yet Accurate

V
Will Benefit
Day Care Center

FEBRUARY CLEARANCE

INLAID LINOLEUM

YOU SAVE

AROUND THE
MANY PATTERNS: ALL FIRST QUALITY. SUITABLE
PATTERNS FOR ANY ROOM. NOW YOU CAN AFFORD TO HAVE THAT SPARE ROOM COVERED AND
SAVE MONEY.

Let The Men
Who Know The
Job Prepare
Your

REGULAR
PECE
NOT INSTALLED

SALE
PRICE
NOT INSTALLED

SPECIAL
INSTALLED
PRICE

Open 9 til 9 -7 Days

INCOME'Ise!
ASSURED ACCURATE
PREPNIATION
of every iolividuals
tax Mom

( \

$295 $19"2"
$295 $395
$4
s, yd95
ROTO VINYL FLOOR
COVERING 12' WIDE
SPECIAL

89c

1.. %I 1

yd

YOU CAN BUY ON
LONG EASY TERMS
SUIT
TO
YOUR
BUDGET.
HURRY
COME IN SEE THESE
PATTERNS.

The credit card for people
who never use credit cards.
People like you maybe.
Naturally, there are umpteen reasons why folks hesitate to use
their BankAmericards.We've heard'em all,and freely admitsome
of them almost make sense. Nevertheless, we urge you to keep
your BankAmericard handy. Just in case...
Just in case your car has a sudden breakdown and the repairs
come to more than you have with you in cash, and the garage
man has no sense of humor...
Just in case you come across this fabulous bargain on an item
you've always wanted at the one store in town where you don't
have a charge account...
Just in case the water heater in Our home goes berserk and

has to be replaced, and your checking account isn't in terribly
good shape, either...
Just in case you're somewhere on a trip and your cash is going
like it's going out of style, and it would be such a help if you
could charge your motel room and meals, or airline ticket.
Bear in mind, having a BankAmericard never forces you to buy
things you don't want or need. What's more, BankAmericard
always gives you the choice of paying in full in 25 days, without
add-on charge, or going the slow budget route. So if those are
your only reasons for 'never using a credit card, doesn't it make
sense now to carry BankAmericard?...
Just in case?

CO.
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Honor Party Held For Grant's Top Students
Children with "excellent con- ja Stewart, Carliss Robinson,I Mary Ann Daniels, Reginald 'Sheila Bridgewater and Eunice
duct" and high grades were Anthony Steele, Terri Tram. Dobbs, Bernice Ford, Gwen-'Robindlln.
entertainedat an Honor Party mell, Margreth Johnson, Shar- dolyn Sykes and Michael Walls.;
Sponsors of the party were
held on Feb. 1 at the Grant on Lewis, Vita McKinney, AlElementary school cafeteria. freida Mitchell and Martitia Others were Aurelia Poe,; Mrs. Janet L. Henson, guidWilliams.
Angela Crittenden, Glenda;
Children honored for excelFaye Smith, Valeree Trammel, ance counselor, and members
lent conduct were Debbie Also John Daniels, Darryl Sandra Brown, Shirley Ann of the guidance committee:
Biggs, Martha Brown, Ave Diggs, Jacqueline Holt, Rose- Patterson, Michael Beckwith, Mrs. C. J. Gregory, Mrs. M.
Davis, Brigett Ford, Dianne mary Reed, Herbert Simelton, Linda Coffee, Brenda Fuqua,
Fulton, Perry Holt, Carrie Celeste Starks, Kenneth Hill, John Calvin Proctor, Glorial Moss and Mrs. D. Vinzant.
Johnson, Toni Jones, Greta Lizzie Johnson, Sandra Pitt- Trammel, Tommye Hurt, La Daniel Ward is principal of
McMickens, Essie Patton, Ola m an, Roger Wyatt Chambers, vine B. Lee, Darline
the school
Powell, Tonja Redwing, Janice Stampley, Marilyn Smith,
Andrew Turner, Dianne Wilson, Billie Anderson, Kenneth
Hill, Lizzie Johnson, Bertha
Farris, DeAngela Owaley, Joseph Richmond and Percy Williams.
Also Sandra Brown, Maggie
Bullock, Gloria Huston, Farrell Eric Lee, Gloria Van Oliver, Shirley Ann Patterson,
Glory Phillips, Elston L. Richardson, Larry Earl Ward,
Frances Brown, Shirley Brown,
Donald Broan, Alfred Chambers, Andrew Cole, Ella Daniels, Blanche Davis, Derrick
Engleberge, Michael Engleberge, Cathryn Fields, Larry
Garner, Mary Higgs, Bertha
Johnson, Elizabeth Johnson,
Evelyn Knowlton, Stanley McDonald, Patricia Phillip s,
James Shannon, Beverly Sutton, Richard Taper, Betty
Wells, Linda Wilson, Diana
Crawford, Ruby Davis and Ira
McComb.
MEMPHIANS AT MEET
— Two Memphians were
among the more than 600
mayors, Hty youth coordinators, business leaders,
national, state and local
officials in Washington re—

cently for the 1968 Youth
C o n ference.
Opportunity
Shown here with Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey,
from left, are Percy Coleman, Memphis, director of
the Memphis Region Post

ment C o in mittee, and
Gerald Fanion, Memphis,
director of Community Relations, Shelby County.

Office Department; Jack
Shephard, Nashville, Regional Information Office,
Department of Labor; Vice
President Humphrey, Robert Elmore, director of the
Chattangooga Full Employ-

Straight "A" students hon
ored were Anna Broom, An
drianne McCraven, Robert
Rene Robinson, Linda
K.
Smith, Ervin Williams, Darryl
Brewster, Yvette Davis, Maria
Engleberg and Debra Hemphill.

Mrs. Sam Levin; and Students honored for. making
W h i ttier Sengstacke, more A's than B's were Lois
Snowden, Mrs. Gray, Valentine Lee, Brenda
Betty
Mrs.
Robert Shafer, and W.T. Ross, Lockett, Trina Redwing, TonJr., of the Catholic Council
on Human Relations. Mrs.
U. C. INOLMES
John Beifuss is acting chairman.
AT SCHILLING PARKWAY
Is it possible to raise a child March 27.
organizations throughout the "Very few parents consciousMOTORS
free from prejudice in a pre- Workshop sessions Will be city, including PTA and church ly want to raise prejudiced
HAS
children," said Mrs. Beifuss,
held at Evergreen Presbyteri- groups.
judiced society?
"but most of us, both white
BIG
an Church, 613 University
This is one of the key from 9:30 a.m. to 2:15 p.m., The National Conference of and Negro, are caught. in a
SAVINGS
ON
questions confronting a group each Wednesday. Participants Christians and Jews, the An- bind. Our own attitudes, which
ti-Defamation League of B'nai we pass on to our children,
MERCURY
of Memphis women of differ- will bring their own lunches, B'rith, and the Catholic Coun- need honest
examination. In
and baby-sitting will be pro7YCLONE
ent racial and religious back- vided for pm-school children cil on Human Relations are addition, h o u sing patterns
NAN
TECO
grounds who will gather at an in the church nursery.
workshop,
the
make
a
Memphis
racially segco-sponsoring
experimental w o rkshop on
Col,GAR
which is an off-shoot of the regated city like just about
"Rearing Children of Good Invitations to attend the five- NCCJ
program every other city in the United
nation-wide
Will," to be held every Wed- week program have been sent on "Rearing Children of Good States. This workshop is just
2144 Lamar At Parkway
nesday from Feb. 28 through out to many different women's Will."
an experiment to see if we
Memphis Tenn
can be of some help to each
Topics to be considered at other and to all of our chil324-3711
the workshop include the psy- dren."
OPEN NITES TIL 9 00 P.M.
chology of prejudice; influence
on children; the white and Mrs. Truman Kahn is presiNegro worlds of Memphis; dent of the Anti-Defamation
areas of tension and coopera- League and Lee Winfield of
tion between the white and the Catholic Council on HuNegro worlds; Who has the,man Relations. Executive secanswers for Memphis? • local;retary of the National ConIt will soon be time to get who would not otherwise be government; education; the!
ference of Christians and
out your cookie jars and make able to go camping, financial civil rights movement; the Jews is Hugh
Murphy.
room in your freezers for those aid to allow them to partici- leadership of the churches ;1
delicious Girl Scout cookies. pate in the very worthwhile and ways of helping children,
•
•
•
meet the challenge of change.li
The Girl Scouts are already program.
busy on the telephone and The Girl Scouts of the United Among Memphians active in
ringing doorbells to take ad- States of America is an or- their respective fields who!
vance orders for the cookie ganization made up of girls have accepted invitations to'
sale which will be complete of all races and creeds who speak at the sessions are psyfrom February 19 through work together for the common chiatrist Dr. Julian Adler; Dr.1
March 2.
good. Girl Scouting teaches Robert Vidulich, chairman of.
get along with one the psychology department atl
The cookies come in five de- girls to
Installation services for of.
to become better citi- Memphis
University;
State
licious varieties, peanut but- another,
Elliston Heights
to their Paul Swartz, director of the ficers of the
service
of
be
to
zens,
ter, mint, butter, assorted
will be held onI
Club
Civic
communities and to accept re- Jewish
Center; Monday night, Feb. 19, at the
Community
sandwich, and the new ko ko
spasibility.
Mrs. Maxine Smith, executive Dunn A v c nue Elementary
cookie, orange flavored coconut with chocolate covering Selling cookies gives girls an secretary of the National As- school at 8 p.m.
They are heat sealed alumi- opportunity to learn by doing. sociation for the Advancement
will be
num wrapped to keep the cook- They get the experience of of Colored People; Attorney The guest speaker
ies extra fresh and twice as dealing with the public, learn Lucius Burch, Jr.; Rabbi Arie Councilman Fred Davis. AI
long as an ordinary double courtesy as well as gain poise Becker, of Beth Sholom Syna- question-and-answer period will
wax wrap. They can be stored and confidence. After taking gogue; and Rev. Joseph Ekel- follow.
in your freezer for year round orders, collecting money and camp of St. Mary's Catholic All members of the club and
Church.
enjoyment.
filling out all the necessary
interested persons are invited
the cook- Small discussion groups will to attend.
with
connected
forms
Money from the sale of Girl
ie sale, the girls have had a
Scout cookies is used for capi- simplified lesson in bookkeep- be a part of the program, Mrs. V. R. Goodman is prowhich will also include a tour
tal development such as one ing.
and Mrs. I.
of child care centers in the gram chairman,
project, Kamp Kiwani, just
Townsend reporter.
with
work
and
city,
inner
completed in 1966 providing Adult volunteers in different
year around camp experience. areas are also working hard such techniques as the "ruKamp Kiwani is located be- to help make the sale of Girl mor clinic" and "role playtween Middleton and Bolivar, Scout cookies a success. The
Tennessee, an 1150 acre site, goal of the council is to sell The steering committee of
including a forty acre lake 277,000 boxes in the 1968 sale. the workshop is composed of
that is used for fishing, swimMrs.
representatives
The chairmen of some of NCCJ
ming and canoeing.
Mrs.
and
Wingfield
Marshall
Mrs.
the neighborhoods are
These facilities, which can Calverta Ishmael, Mrs. Tom- Jack Klein: ADL representaprovide one of the most ex- mie Evans, Mrs. Walter War- tives Mrs. Bernie Weinman
///fAr/WWW/rWWWWWWWV,WN50r4WAWAM6OMM4464WAMOIMMMMMri
citing and rewarding experi- ner, Mrs. Euclid Johnson,
ences in a girl's life, are avail- Mrs. Elvin Street, Mrs. Fred
able to all Girl Scouts. Also Davis and Mrs. Gladys Peo12 or
camperships are financed ples.
older
Fund
Trust
individual,
through
and troop contribution of prof- The overall chairman for
Grab This Opportunity to
its from the sale of cookies. the neighborhoods is Mrs. Lagirls, Blanche Jackson.
provide
Camperships

Girl Scouts Prepare
For Cookie Campaign

Elltston Civic
Club Officers
To Be Installed

BUY U.S.
BONDS

BOYS

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

BILLS PRESSING?
ProOt so
omry
o4

ABC

EARN $1 to

IF YOU OWE
$1,000
$2,000
$3,000

PAY AS LOW AS
$15
$25
•
$35
NO OBLIGATION

AMERICAN BUDGET
COUNSELORS
2902-100

NO. MAIN

BLDG.

free Parking

A BUILT-IN WARMING SHELF!
Makes your complete meal "come out" on time. Now dinner can be piping hot and ready to serve whenever you
are. Warms plates, rolls, second helpings
visewerwe-Yr-

AV

•

1
.
00.

Iv/

td1
;"

eft

.—

us

rqb

AVAILABLE IN
COPPERTONE
WHITE OR AVOCADO

.4 TAPPAN RANGES
Starting Prices

$14900

•Self Cleaning
•Lift up Top
•Electric or Gas
Plug Elements

We Service What We Sell
OPEN NITES ••• SALES & SERVICE
.11.41[ WOK

Come and
1883 LAMAR

See

APPLIANCESor :Just Call
275-1101

()Wit
it. 9
You always can.
Because Seagram's 7 Crown always has
the same great taste.
The quality never changes,
so the flavor never falls off
from one bottle to the next.
No matter where you buy it.
That's why it's the perfect whiskey
to count on when you're having guests.
The chances are they count on it, too!
Seagram's 7 Crown.The Sure One.

$5

Yalvabla brOnto
experience pained rill
Ire of life.long beneft.
Of

Y

Aro a Boy 12., Old*, Eh. This Coulson Now
P

Non's. and Address Sok...,•

T,i-Stote Defonder
236 S. Danny Thomas Bled.
my first bowie of papers,

Clip Out This
Coupon
and
Mail Today
In an Envelope

N ame
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In Care of ..
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Post Mao
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1

PRIDDY & BURGESS

every week
in spare time
and Win Free Prizes—

525-8551
Not a loan Company
No Co-Signers or Security Needed

F
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Mrs.

'Rearing Children Of Good Will'
To Be Subject Of Workshop Here

CALL
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Mt.Olive CME's Men

Study Finds N.C. College
Ideal For Teacher Recruits

To Present Attorney

Note Of Thanks
The family of the late Jim
mie Lee King, Jr., leader of
the Bar-Kays musical combo,
wishes to thank all who remembered them in their recent hour of sorrow with prayers, cards, letters, flowers and
other means of sympathy.
Young Mr. King died in a
plane crash near Madison,
Wisconsin, in the crash of a
plane which carried Otis Redding to his death, along
with
the pilot and four other
pasn
rsowinled
by
pleannte. was
thgeem

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — of accreditation, evaluation, members from 31 institutions
Attorney Donald L. Hollowell, Attorney Hollowell has reAccording to a study recently and "catch-up" are creating located outside the boundaries
Atlanta regional director of'ceived numerous meritorious
wa of the southeastern th
hdsonu
itte
aned u
completed
F a yetteville a lot of anxiety, this study was
by
Equal Employment Opportu- awards and tributes notably
undertaken to determine if
regions of
western
wtestte
College's
State
Office of In- degrees earned- by the instruc- s
nity Commission, will be the among which were: "Outes
stitutional
Research,
North tonal staff of FSC offered some States
3:30 p.m. featured speaker standing Contributions In The
Carolina is an ideal source suggestions as to the wherewhen the men of Mt. Olive Fields of Human Relations
— Seven faculty members
for college teacher recruiting. abouts
C.M.E. Church take over all and Civil Rights," presented
college are the recipients of 10 defruitful
of
services
The study "Degree Origins teacher
areas. ,gree'.., from nine foreign instiand
recruitment
activities on by the Council on Human ReSunday, February 18.
of Fayetteville State College A total of 199 degrees have: tutiL_ns of higher learning. Re- RseeAnvgc.ke
lations of Greater Atlanta, Inc.
Instructional
Attorney Hollowell, a dyStaff:
1967-68" been awarded to the 83 mem-151111"g among English-speakand Mrs. Jimmie Lee
— 1966; "Significant Leadernamic
revealed that 55 degrees and hers of the teaching faculty ling natives of foreign countries King, Sr., and family.
s p e aker, holds
a ship In Human and Civil
one professional diploma' were by 85 institutions of higher appears especially bright, by
bachelor of arts degree from
Rights" from the College of
r e a s o n of socio-economicearned by 39 (47 per cent) FSC learning.
Lane College an
honorary Bishops
and
the
C.M.E.
HEW LOCATION"
faculty members from 13 North By level and category then political disenchantment and
Doctor of Law degree from
by reason of the so-called
Lane and the Doctor Juris Church — 1961, and "Appre- FRESHMEN VIEW ART
Carolina
institutions
tions. The works were is
dispersed
degrees
as
are
from Loyola University, Chic- ciation and Recognition of — Two Tennessee State
Eight of these institutions follows: 91 baccalaureates; 82 "brain drain."
the historical and contemMeritorious
Services
on
Beago.
university freshmen bioloporary. Historical works serve a predominantly Ne- masters, 6 professional diplo- Copies of the study are
A former U.S. Army captain, half of the Commission," by
gy majors, Cadet Gerald
recorded the early days gro clientele. There are 43 de- mas; 18 doctorates; and one available from the Office of
Equal Employment OpporInstitutional Research, Fayettehe holds professional member- the
Gooden of Vero Beach,
of aviation and the infancy gree-granting institutions in the honorary doctorate.
tunity Commission, 1967.
ville State College.
state all 11 of these are preship in the Atlanta Bar AssoFla., and Miss Christine
power.
American
air
of
The
FSC faculty members earned
Attorney Hollowell is a memdominantly
Negro
colleges.
Little,
Panola,
Ala., are
contemporary group, the
ciation, the National Bar As- ber of Butler
Street Christian
In this day when the pre. these degrees in every region
Bonneville, 4 door H.T.
among the hundreds of stusociation, the State Bar of Methodist Episcopal
work of prominent artists
Church dents
sent plight and uncertain fu- of the continental United
Loaded
with Equipment,
Georgia, the American Bar where
faculty
and
who
record
viewillustrators,
and
he serves as a steward,
ture of the predominantly Ne- States. A listing of foreign
ed the Air Force Art exAssume
Notes.
Association, the Gate City Bar a trustee and
action
Force
in
Air
U.S.
superintendent of
gro college is very much under countries in which institutions
hibit at Nashville instituAssociation and the Federal the Sunday School.
today.
He is also
discussion, when the demands granting degrees to FSC faculty
Executive Board,
a trustee of Phillips School of
PER MO, MP
i members would include CanHe has been particularly Theology, Atlanta
and Collins
ada,
China,
Caribbean
the
Ester
Circle
Day
Annual
active in encouraging, organiz- Chapel Hospital, Memphis.
15 Blocks East of Hew
isle of Haiti, India, and New will be observed at the Blooming and directing voter regiMen's day at Mt. Olive
CAR SHOW ROOM
Zealand.
Baptist church at 123 S.
stration in Atlanta. He has also C.M.E.
field
is an annual observ200 YOUNGER CARS
actively supported progressive ance.
Parkway East on Sunday,
Despite
the
lucrative
North
Leadership
chairmen,
—IN STOCKlegislation
Carolina market, 49 degrees Feb. 18, 3 p.m. The guest
and
community propounding the theme "The
activited designed to promote Involvement of Men
NEW YORK —(WMNS) — were earned by 38 (46 per cent speaker will be Mrs. Hattie
in the
1593
UNION AVE.
the best interest and welfare Church's Progr am,"
"Two packs of cigarettes a day FSC faculty members from 32.Culpepper.
are
of the Atlanta Community. In Charles R. Dunn and
southern
cost
may
institutions
the
25-year-old
located
278-9926
male
George The members of Second Con-I Alfonso Saville, Silas Washing' Mrs. Pearl Benton is Circle
1965, he was appointed by the R. Brown, Sr.
gregational church at 764 Walk;ton, Mrs. Mary McWilliams, smoker eight years of his life." outside of North Carolina. As Leader and Rev. L. S. Biles
Mayor of Atlanta to the Crime The Reverend T
This
a
is the sober warning con- source of teacher recruitment
C. Light- er ave. have elected officers Mrs. Lillian Crowder and WilStudy Commission, and in foot is pastor of the
tained in a medical bulletin 17 of these institutions (a pastor of the church.
church to lead the church for its 100th liam Mardis.
1966, he was appointed to the located at 538 Linden.
more than oneyear since it was founded in Chairmen of committees are for physicians published joint- surprising
School Bond Study Commission. The public is invited.
1868.
Mrs. Lois Hargraves, Mrs. ly by such expert bodies as half of the total) serve a
Officers are Silas Washing- Elma Mardis and Gene Rob- the American Public Health predominantly white student
American body.
ton, church clerk; Mrs. Lillian;inson, advisors to youth co- Association, t h e
Crowder, assistant churc hl chairmen: Carl Stotts, Joseph Heart Association, the Ameri- Other facts revealed by , the
clerk; Fred Hutchins. treasur- Ford and Gregory Mickle, ush- can Cancer Society, and the study included the following:
er; Edwin Jones, financial er co-chairman; Roscoe Over- National Tuberculosis Associa- — A composite of earned
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
clerk; Mrs. Helen Prater, Sun- ton, Christian education; Mrs. tion.
and honorary degrees and proPlace Your Order Now
day school superintendent: and Sadie Mickle, missionary edu- The average male nonsmoker fessional diplomas
that totals
Miss Anne Ford, assistant Sun- cation; Mrs. Callie Stevens, has a remaining life expectancy
For Individuals And Groups
83 were won by 62 faculty
day school superintendent.
stewardship education; L. R. of 48.6 years; the hers), smokCo-chairmen of Our Chris- Fletcher, membership; Mrs. er, only 40.4 years.
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
tian Enlistment are Lonnie Ruth Collins, music; Dr. Wil- These statistics are based on Willing Workers Club
CUSTOM
TAILORS
Briscoe and Mrs. Emma Jean liam Fletcher, Christian so- a
study of 447,196
male
'Stotts. Members of the board cial action; and Roscoe Over- subjects reported by the can- Plan February Meet
of trustees are Dr. Alvin ton and Mrs. Callie Stevens, cer group.
The Willing Workers Club
Smith, chairman. Edwin Jones, 100th Anniversary celebration
INC.
Even light smoking takes held its regular monthly meetRobert Franklin, Taylor Haves, co-chairmen.
its toll, the research shows. ing on Tuesty, Feb. 13, at the
Vance
Ave.
248
JA 7-9320
Mrs. Ruth Watson, Dr. Walter, Deacons emeritus are Hor- The 25-year
old smoker 3f one home of Mrs. James BrasBy LEONTYNE HUNT
Gibson, Mrs. Willette Humph- ace Bacon, William Dixon, to nine
Memphis. Tennessee
cigarettes a day has a well of 2192 Stovall ave.
rey, Lonnie Brisco e, Fred Mrs. Grace Shelby, Mrs. Lil- 52.4 percent
chance of living Mrs. Clara Dailey is presiCompany
Makes
"YOU
What Yea Ask For And
R
Hutchins, Mrs. Althea Price lian Prater and Mrs. Alie Stin- to age 70.
The nonsmoker has dent of the club, and Mrs.
Creates What You Think Or
Dear Mrs. Hunt:
'something out of it? I am a and Mrs. Callie Stevens.
nett.
a 66.7 per cent chance.
Maggie Lott secretary.
A group of us wonder if you new bride and have heard yes, Members of the board of . Minister-members o f t he
will tell us exactly what are and no, could you tell me?
deacons are Eugene Moore,'church are Dr. Paul Hayes,
the veneral diseases and how I
Mrs. R. A. chairman; Dr. Hollis Price ;Dr. Peter Cooper. Dr. Lionel
they can be caught? We've Dear Mrs. A.:
Allen Hargraves. Charles Shel- lArnold and Rev. Edward Oueall heard so many stories s assume you are wondering. to, Mrs. Eva Little. Edwin llette. Mrs. Bobbie B. Jones is
WE RESERVE
about how you can get it and if both the man and woman Prater, Emory Gordon, Moyse organist.
we are confused. We are girls have to reach a climax for! Jones, Mrs. Annie Jennings, Rev. John Charles Mickle
THE RIGHT
age 15 and 16.
•
pregnancy to occur. The ans-1 Miss Emma Crittenden, Dr. is pastor of the church.
TO
Judylwer is definitely no. The man'
Dear Judy:
'must have a climax because
It's good that you girls want it is at that moment that the
correct i n f ormation
about fluid (which
contains
the
V.D. (venereal disease) be- sperm) is released and it is
• Laurelwood Center
•Getwell at Barron
cause statistics show that a,the sperm which cause preg• National at Jackson
•Ch•Isea at Thomas
large number who have the inancy.
• Ouinc• at Sea Isle
•Northgat• Shopping Ctr.
disease are young people be- 1 The woman doesn't have to
• Macon at Wells Station
•Southland Moll
tween the ages of 15 and 25. enjoy intercourse at all in orFOOD STORES
Venereal diseases are infect- der to get pregnant. Once the
ions, which means they are sperm are let loose in the
"catching" and can be passed vagina, regardless of how she
A
Circuit Convention
of
from one person to another. feels, they start swimming .
JI:EAT Awl PROJehovah's Witnesses will be
Save Del Farm cash register tapes
DUCE PRICES
Syphilis and gonorrhea are up through the uterus and into Churchipan's Sunday will be held on Friday, Feb. 16,
at
G000 THRU
•
•
•
observed next Sunday, Feb. 18,
the major venereal diseases,
FEB, 17,
the L. R. Jackson Community
for a 1°0 refund to your church or
ALL OTHER PRICES
at the Second Congregational
although there are others not Dear Leontyne:
Center in West Memphis, Ark.,
3000
THRU
as common, All are transmit- My girl friend is taking church at 764 Walker ave., and and 1,000 ministers
favorite charity.
from three
.FEB, 20, 1968
ted almost exclusively by sex-,birth control pills and she says the speaker at the 4 p.m. pro- states are expected.
ual intercourse.
she can get them for me, too, gram will be the Rev. Aurelius
Convening the opening sesPROGRAM
The old belief that V.D. if I want. I believe I have read D. Pinckney.
will be Fred Jones ,of
sion
;.-229
could be caught in public wash in the column that there are
The program will be a part 522 Harahan rd.
basins or toilets or by handling more than one kind of these
Ministers
from
congregaof the 100th anniversary celebed linens, dishes or other pills. Will you print which one
tions
in
Circuit
12
No.
will tell
bration
in
1968
of
the
church.
is
the
best? TKHANK YOU.
personal items used by the
Music will be sung by the about their experiences under
E.
S.
infected
person
is
untrue.,
Mr. Janes' direction.
LeMoyne College choir.
Dear E.:
The organisms that cause
The highlight of the assemI
guess
I
just
can't repeat Other participants on
syphilis and gonorrhea die
the j bly will be on Sunday Feb. 18,
quickly when they are exposed this too often: Never take any program will be Carl Stotts, at 3 p.m. when Willie Anderson
to the air. They also die im- kind of medication that has scripture lesson; Miss Anne speaks to the gathering on the
been prescribed for someone,
mediately when touched by ,
. .
Ford responsive reading; Mrs.:subject:
-Why
Does
God
og a.I ler,
0
,ts Newad f",,Mad,/,,g,i,lt, 95
N Vt
else,s
Inc u es wrtn con- Bernice
ordinary soap and water. They i
Williams, prayer; Mrs., Permit Wickedness?"
trol
pills!
There
are
many
NEW GAMES! NEW BOOKS!
require the special conditions
Elma Mardis, introduction of The public is invited to atdifferent kinds of pills and
inside the human body to surthe speaker, and offering, Dr. tend all of the meetings.
NEW SLIPS! i NEW PRIZES!
only a doctor - after he exvive and multiply, so that only
Alvin Smith.
amines you - can say which
the most unusual combination
one (if any) is right for you.I Ushers will be Miss Linda
U.S. CHOICE
of circumstances make it posIt is very important that a Williams, Miss Nan Saville,
sible for V. D. to be transmitwoman must be under the care Gregory Mickle and Joseph
ted except through very intiof a physician while she is Ford.
mate personal contact.
taking
birth
control
pills.
Everyone should be educated Every patient in our clinics
is Mrs. Ruth Collins is chairto recognize the dangers and given an exam, including
the man of the Refreshment comknow that a cure, in the early important "Pap smear"
test mittee to have charge of the
FRESH
BOSTON
stages, is available. It can't at the time of her
first visit reception in Love Hall followbe too strongly emphasized and every year thereafter.1 ing the program.
11
BUTT
that prompt detection and
When you say friend can get
medical attention can bring pills for you, too,
STYLE
then she
3-Lb. Tin .T I
complete cure.
Three persons were promotmust be getting them illegallyWrite me again. at 185 N. not through a doctor.
ed
to
vice
presidents
the
at
Again
FRESH RED RIPE
.
1 RED
Wabash ave. giving your ad- I say - this can be very danannual meeting of the directors
dress, for a free copy of the gerous! No medicine should
of Universal Life Insurance
comic book on V. D., called be taken (including birth concompany held Feb. 2.
BaLgb.
20
"Johnny Gets the Word." I trol pills) unless you are under
H. B. Chandler was promoted
will be glad to send this to the supervision of a doctor. A meeting of the Overseas,to vice president-controller; G.
Wives club will be held on
anyone who requests it.
If you would like an appoint- Thursday night, Feb. 15, at T. Howell promoted to vice
• • •
ment at one OF Planned 7:30 p.m. in the Red Cross president-director of agencies,
LIBBY'S
PETER PAN
Dear Leontyne:
Parenthood's
clin ics. call building at 1400 Central ave. an R. L. Wynn, Jr., elevated
During intercourse, in order 726-5134. The fee will not be
'to vice president-actuary.
(t.
for a woman to get pregnant, more than you can afford to A business session will be inAll other officers, reelected
cluded.
12 oz Jars
I lb Cans49
do both people have to get pay.
to offices by the stockholders
Y
All women who have hus- of Universal Life, were conbands in the military service firmed by .1he board of direcSWANSDOWN
SNOWDRIFT 3-Lb. Tin
stationed overseas are invited tors after an annual report of
to become members of the pregress--liy A. Macao Walker,
president.
organization.
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Rev. Pinckney 1,000 Jehovah
Churchman's Witnesses
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D. C. Health Project To

Oiy
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Lb.49-.0 PICNIC

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

WASHINQTON
— ( N P I)— will operate in close association
New types of nursing homes with the staff and resources of
and other care for the elderly
the Howard Medical school,
and the poor in the inner city
will be provided by a project Including Freedmen's hospital.
sponsored
by the National It would be the nucleus of a
Medical Association.
comprehensive health service
The effort has the financial program, ultimately including
and technical support- of the a medical building equipped
federal government and the for group medical practice,
cooperation of Howard Univer- a skilled nursing home, social
sity.
ca re institutions, housing for
The proposal calls for con- the elderly, a medical office
struction of an extended-care building, and a neighborhood
facility in the vicinity of How- service center for senior citiard University. This facility zens.
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LeMoyne To Celebrate Memphis-Born Janie Hopson Rated As One
Negro History Week Of The Busiest Girls In The Air Force
The 42nd annual celebration
of Negro History Week is being
observed at LeMoyne College.
It is being observed jointly
with the ninth program of LeMoyne's
Centennial
Decade
Celebration.
Highlight of the week will
be an address in Bruce Hall at
10:30 a.m. Friday, Feb. 16, by
an alumnus of the college,
Atty Lloyd A Barbee. of Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Barbee, a 1949 graduate
of LeMoyne, presently is serving a second term as an assemblyman in the Wisconsin
Legislature.
He will be presented by Dr.
Vasco A. Smith Jr., also a
graduate of LeMoyne.
Other participants on the
Friday morning program will
include Miss Joy L. Miller
"Miss LeMoyne." and Miss
L. A. BARBEE
Anita E. Curry "Miss 1.7NCE "
Negro history exhibits are Poetry" at 10:30
a.m. Thurson display in the lobby of day in the Little
Theatre locatBrownlee Hall and in the Hollis ed in the Student
Center. Two
F. Price Library.
filmstrips also will be shown
President Hollis F. Price during the week.
will speak at chapel Wednes- Howard E. Sims
Sr. is
day morning on "The A.M.A. chairman of Negro
History
and LeMoyne in Negro His- Week at the college, and Dr.
tory."
Juanita Williamson, a profesDr. Ralph G. Johnson, a pro- sor of English, is chairman
fessor of history at the college, of the Centennial Decade
Comwill take "A Look at Negro mittee.

Nearly 7,000 women hold
down responsible positions as
full-fledged members of the
U.S. Air Force team. But not
too many of these girls have

Communications tenor decorating. She is enroll-1 geant Hopson. But by tomorthe
1957th
Group (AFCS) at Hickam, she ed in a correspondence course!row — or next week — she
is considered ' outstanding in provided by the New York!may have added another hall
her job as Special Action NCO School of Interior Design.
dozen avocations to an alread)
in the group, and if' her off-, For the moment, Janie Hop- bulging list or started off on a
son is content with being Ser- new career.

10th International
Tea Brings In $6,141

HOEHN HAS GOT IT'

The 10th annual Baptist In- Mrs. Alta Lemon, secretary;
ternational Tea conducted Sun. Mrs. Jean Harris, Mrs. Minday, Jan. 28, at The Auditori- nie Hill and Miss Beatrice
oweasumw••••ammon•itosusmoum
um for Owen College brought Partee, assistant coordinators.
n
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
in $6,141.17, it was announced and auxiliary committees coma
this week by Dr. Charles L. posed of the Rev. C. B. Burgs.
Dinkins, president of the two- arrangements;
Mrs. Delora,
•
•
year educational tenter.
Thompson, decorations; Miss'
•
a Effective November 29 1 965
The popular tea has netted Rowena Stephens. publicity;
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
a
•
Owen approximately $56,000 Mrs. M. L. Robinson, program;
MI
Sot to sun. $1 25
•
Monday
over the 10-year period, accord- Mrs. 0. C. Collins and Mrs.
a
Sat Oper IIAM to6PAI
IN
a
ing to Judge Ben L. Hooks L. S. Biles, contact, and the
thru
Sun. Open $ A.M to 2 P M
II
a
who served as general chair- Rev. H. C. Nabrit, finance.
a
Friday
a
ro
man this year.
Biggest gifts this year came
•
•
from
Prog ressive
Baptist
n
I
Baltic
at
Summer
3100
Church, the Rev. 0. C. Collins,
ma 183 ansionamiss•••a•n••a
remnant
pastor, $700; Metropolitan Baptist Church, the Rev. S. A.
Owen, pastor, $500; Mt. Moriah
Baptist Church, the Rev. R. W.
Norsworthy, pastor. $500; Beu- EAST AURORA. N Y. —
lah Baptist Church, the Rev. (WMNS) —Mothers and their
W. C. Holmes, pastor, $425, baby doctors generally and
and Greater Middle Baptist rightly regard baby foods as
Church, the Rev. B. L. Hooks, one of womankind's and babydom's great boons. But an
pastor, $425.
The tea is sponsored by the alarm was sounded recently
Baptist Pastors Alliance and by pediatrician Dudley L. King
managed to get as much vari- duty activities list is not alc h urches. The of this community.
cooperating
broad enough, then
theme this year was "Bap- The physician points out in ety into their lives as an Air ready
the "New England Journal of Force Communications Service: throw in the study of interior
tists Around the World."
The Rev. Roy Love is presi- Medicine" that the average sergeant at Hickam Air Force decorating.
When Miss Hopson decided,
dent of the Affiance and the mother who "grabs" rather Base, Hawaii.
Singer, fencer, artist, and to enlist in the Air Force in
Rev. A. McEwen Williams than "selects" her baby foods
president of the Tennessee as she makes her way around outstanding non-commissioned July. 1963 the occasion was
Baptist M. and E. Convention. the supermarket, may not be officer are activities which: not an unusual one, for her
Hooks aware that "strained bananas" help explain why Memphis- father, esley, served in the
Chairman
General
was assisted by the Reverends — or other foods — may be a born Janie May Hopson is one Navy during World War II.
J. W. Williams and E. W. Wil- mixture of tapioca, cornstarch, of the busiest girls in the , A brother. Morris, is an Air
, Force veteran and a sister,
liamson, co-chairmen; Mrs. and juice, in addition to banan- Air Force.
A staff sergeant assigned to Earnestine is currently in the
Nancy Givands, coordinator; as.
Navy in Jacksonville, Fla.
Following completion of basic
training at tackland AFB, Tex-.
as, Sergeant Hopson received'
further training at Greenville I
AFB, Miss., as a personnel!
specialist. 1-fer first permanent:
assignment came in early 1964
to Carswell AFB. Texas. It was
there that her talents as a folk
singer earned her a second
place award in the 1966 Carswell Base Talent Contest.
Sergeant Hopson was promoted to her current grade in
May 1967, one of a very few
airmen — male or female —
to reach this rank with less
than four years total service.
She is one of nearly 400 •members of Women in the Air
Force (WAF) assigned to the
Force
Communications
Air
air command with headquarters at Scott AFB, Ill.
It takes a lot of effort by
Sergeant Hopson to squeeze
many of her off-duty actiAties
COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
into a constantly busy schedule.,
She feels the fencing hobby,
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
pursued through the HickamWARRANTY
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN
Makai Fencing Club of Hawaii,
also serves as a physical conditioner. She has become one
of the outstanding female fencers in the club.
! For relaxation, Janie turns
to portrait drawing ard painting. And because of Hawaii's'
temperate climate and beautiful secenery, it is not unusual
to find her afoot heading for a
favorite outdoor location to
paint.
• Despite the demanding sched•BOB TABOR
•"NICK" BONNETTE
ule, Janie Hopson still hasn't
set aside her interest in in• R. D. WILLIAMS
•J.. P.(JAY) GUIDI

.
:CAR WASH $12 ••
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •

Mothers Urged,
Read Labels For
Hidden Perils

It BEST PLACES 10 GET—
MIRE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
sET \\SI
;Oa TO

1

367 Umon
527-4471
2989 Summer
323-5594
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Make the mostof their
"Wonder Years"

e\k' 850 POPLAR

'
diii 44
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,..
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well0lir 416 0e.
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ANDREWS OLDS
-PRICE BUSTERS

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—

OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —

Wife Preservers

8

;=4141106
During the"Wonder Years"—the formative
years.ages one through twelve, your children
develop in many ways.They actually grow
to90% of their adult height.To help make the
most of their"Wonder Years." be sure to
serve nutritious Wonder Enriched Bread...
now in the Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.
The special Sta-Fresh wrapper holds
moisture in,is actually airtight. And Wonder's
wrapper has a plastic fastener that you
simply twist to open,twist to close. Noinner
band makes it easier to take slices out,put
them in again.
Notice the Good Housekeeping Seal on
Wonder's wrapper,too.It's your added assurance
that Wonder is baked with the finest ingredients
for the most flavor and nutrition.

AT YOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER

0110.
-

.
4a40

•ie WONDER
ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE
850 POPLAR •

PHONE 5215531

41,40

'
,whew 17 Wk.
0 soipi Swirl qrmerg

Molt, big, square r•frig•rotor
ceolcist by chilling th* dough in•
waxed buttor carton.

a

Helps build strong bodied 12 ways!.
• it
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WANIArtirrOX — Sgellklag of black power: Credit astute
;Marjorie Laitsoli, termer federal judge and wife of the widely
IIAYAWIMJI
6 ss.ssssssssGireulationManager
known klford LawsOli with beteg the *eddied Of a few power
base la Washington. She hat been the brains behind the erp'.
bibierigtki MOM OM Yeit, WI an whit*
KM, re-year tfieetai Bute
arisen rtte IN The Tti-atate Weeder Does Nbt Take Reatieheibility fur
non of several swank apartments in Northeast Washington
Ihkeelleited Maittellittpts er Photos. Published *try Thursday by the New
*lib the aid Of federal housing funds. Stnef the days of Albert
9'H-tittle Publiehhig Co, heemid Class Postage Paid at gemlike', Tefineasee,
Casell and Elder Lightfoot Aliehaux, who worked through Mrs.
YAW Ad d Marta
Eleile Roosevelt to erect the Mayfair Mansion acettetellt
development, Mrs. Lawsoa has been the most sticettifill NeNational Adrettlattig Representatives
gro in D.C. getting a huge federal grant for private housing.
AMALGIAMATIlb
is said to be an untiffficial advisor to Mayor Walter WashShe
410 Madison Avenue, New Yerit it, NY.
Mettle. What she is doing is constructing something solid out
Of present day programs bow ivallable to citizens who koow
alerting 1,000,000 Hegtited in the TriAtate Atett.
how to take advantage of them. She is doing it without fanfare
and headlines. But when she is through, the regatta will be
meaniagfill in terms of Negri, entrepreneurship. And after it
MILLINcotABur
is
all said and done, and when the picket signs are laid vita,
HORK'S atHE MANI
and the protesters grow tired, the! *here it is, baby.
WHO REALLY HAS
BACKDOOR STUFF: HHH is mere than A little concetbed
about reports from the ghetto. rom all parts of the nation a
°ONE IHINGS
hot summer is forecast. The Veep's miner* transcends his
ABOUT IT!
v,tieh gave 'NMI@ Nktumah the Mete avoid Caltsittiam. the Stalinist purge of
ptilitieal considerations, intimate! say, but are real beeause of
The Opetti Wind petfOttilante the Whit and tipsi and &WEIS Of Marshal
his feeling about hit comity. HRH'Meanwhile hie been Mies
or leas ?twittery Ptesidefiey ot
herd on the alietialitts whd itatidle the litettitletit'is tenititittee
htikerV teitifY to an dente sefilltititY to
&twit the neptiblic of Guinea
tie
YNth oppottimity to come up with a tedrkable ptegtaltn
the &Mitt item the military, although
that can find the youth of the ghetto jobs When school ends in
I toueh of huthot to itt &UMW!, It IA titithititinatble *tidbit the atoidatiet
hem. Private industry is being urged to provide elbs by the
very serious situation. Africa, barely of this danger hie heel a real bodit.
House with a private Tisk ?Wee heeded by AVM MayWhite
and by no means completely indepenord. There is ninth agreement in Waihingion that
Henry
Mite
But
the
Soviet
Union;
after
the
dent, had sliteatiy efittfed a Seentid
temperature
human
in the cities will depend largely upon the
Ciiril
War,
was
organise
ghle
to
a govstage Of revolution. It is a familiar patgroups . . Mark Battle, who heads the
two
of
these
Success
ernment
and to Make it wotk; to enterti, but it MA seldom been Worked out
diViiion di the Labor Dept . . . is
PrOgeains
of
Wdrks
Bureau
on do broad a scale.. And the implications dure several trafistions of power and a
getting some sharp criticism dyer whether hit progfain hut
great war. Other nations have dabbled
the hardcore unemployed is more paper than real. Certain
for the future are far from clear.
in Marxism anet revolution have been
Congressmen. are asking for results. And of course certain
Since the Caesars supplanted the less fortunate— including a large numLabor flept. officials are pointing the finger at little to show
spdkeimen of the plebs in the last days ber of African states.
Slime Fe/nuts and not proMiSet . . As sering itiCieachea, the
Concern mounts with each dawn of a new day.
of the Roman Republic, it has been a
The first phase of African revoluTRAVELING: Missing from Washington during the early
cliche that, in revolutions, a military
tion
has
been
a
nationalist
drive
for
in.flays
of the current session of Congresi was Senator Ed
dictator should stieceed those who overdependence
in
which
leftists
hate
usualBrooke.
He was On an African tear . . Recently renaming to
turned the old otder. There have been
b.C. after looking at Europe was Cilletrali's Oat 11110,41AS . .
ly
taken
stellar
roles.
The
revolutionary
plenty of notable exceptions: the United
Wallace Tete*, farmer prety of the Capital Mile ChM was
hero then becomes the law-giver, and he
States has been one, although George
Arndt* those-cot
(It:eking for HON* whet' the Veetee
is quite likely to turn to one form or anWalthingtiM'S officers]
. wanted him to
Salgoil
isintelied
Wally is over there etiefilep fOr
last
Week.
dther of Marxism. However, for the
imitate Caesar.
his editor at time magazine ... Cliff Mackay, veteran of the
moment African military regimes seem
LONDON —(NPI) —One ofI tame general secretary of 'tan- the ref:totted deteritiolis of his Afro-American for more than 20 years, has called it quits. The
Indeed, the Marxists (or perhaps to promise greater peace, more stability, Tanzania's
leading pbliticians, zania's one political patty, the btothets slid iiiitiga.
Post-Carl Murphy operation has geed
fit
-at diakettp. II Is
ond Should say the Leninists) hoped, by and a fairer oppOrtunity to build nation- Oscar Kambona, has accused Tanzania African katietmal Un- Speakilig at S recent press exeMitive edit* flit all Afto Newspatiets is Mblies Nehsothe
establishing a party dictatorship from hood than the demagogues whom they President Julius K. Nyerere of ion (TANU), tC5iMlng thli etilifetence, kambohM etinfitin- With Art Carter filling an associate
ktiph mittheas,
allegedly setting up a dicta- and his Ministerial inist last ed that "vatiotis heads of
known
Sr.,
associate
the outset, and tightly organising it, to have supplanted.
well
in
D.C.,
has
become
editer in the
torship "behind the facade of June, shortly beforeCdving State," including President
democracy" in that indepen- the coutdij and eventuall* set- heist 'Sure of Gnitiea, ae Washington Afro, leavilig his peat as editor of the Jersey
dent East African country. tling in Britain.
WTOP-TV which has a Negro otecamera news re*ell at Ofgehittitioe of Afticilti Edition
On the other hand, President Katilbona kept siletit kith:1st Ong (04U) SeerettleY-Getier- portee, Hal Waiket, is trying hi idd Inhaler Negro PerkinaliW.
Nyerere, who had earlier unconfirmed eepbrts that ne- il land tern, heti interceded
charged Kambona with "de- gotiations Were underway felt with President NYerere oh Newsmen interested should contact the stAtifia. The Negroceiving Tanzania and Africa," his retrun to Tanzania, Until behalf of genii and himself. Oriented WOL tadio outlet which greessed Over a Million dollars
during its first year of operation in Washington, has upgraded
has levelled no specific accusations against his 99-year N
lion Pinkney to news director . . . Tnekegee, Alabama has a
It is being Whispered around that that labor leadership, once powerful old former aide.
sew police thief. He is 31-year-old Etigene Harrison, named
Tanzanian officials, however,
last week fie the city's bitacial conned.
the bettiticratic coalition which FDR had with its organised membership, is today have
hinted that Kambona may
NOTES FROM THE PACK OF THE BUS: What's to the
politically
impotent,
and
that
the
"solid
have been involved in what
gaiiratiired into a whole, is falling apart
Story that has Marie Poston, first Negro woman to become regthey
maintain
South"
was
is
menaced,
a
conin
this
Presidential
it the geeing. if this be true, then it
ional director of a federal agency, reportedly chucking it all
spiracy, to overthro* Presiindent' that dark dap-Si and very dark year, by the George Wallace candidacy dent Nyerere last stimtner,
middle aisle With a midwesterner? . Jim Smith the fadeV,
nights tire ahead for the Johnson Ad and a Republican upsurge in many Once honsidered by some
ml attorney whd handled the CAB's regional hearing in Hawaii
Ss Nyerere's Probable successtates.
ministtatiOn.
sor, Kambotta has bitterly at- CHARLOTTE, N. C — An- cisti and those ih the ptiliet recently oft the request of seveeil airlines to eatablish ftintes
Negroes as 8 whole are not leaving tilted what he calls "the nouncement by the Negro structure that for the first to the Far East via Hawaii, is one of the tie* Need stibniteThough the reasoning bark Of this
democratie pertensions" of the Presbyterian m i nister and time It Negro
the nuitieri- nites in Montgomery County. Herb Mangrum, an Ag tepeftas§estitnent seems both plausible and the Democratic Party. The few *ho President. fie claimed that at long-time civil rights leader, cal Pbssibility ofhas
being
a sertotiS ment information specialist, is moving to the same county from
probable, those who are IC the White have drifted into the Republican camp least 200 persons have been Dr. Reginald Hawkins, who is threet fbr the ndininatidn has the ell-Negro town of Glen Arden . . . All eye! It 18th hod K
detained without trail in Tan- also a licensed practicing den- evoked news articles bent- now are tOt Sii1g 011 EEtiC
House'it Confidential citele emphatically are old-time sentimentalists who are zania
where Bill Kendrick, the White prosinee last June.
tist, that he is getting the merit ifl Many of the Sbuth'S
blind
to
the
peogtess
made
by
the
Nedeny .that such a rupture hi in the makAmong those under arrest support of thousands of poor !leo/Simpers, Partittilatly in tege of Hobart Taylor has been hired by the Netionel Aititletelion of Manufacturers to expert the Nigro at $3t,00(1 Per year.
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Segregation

By Another Name
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lot of the black power philedame Wtiu
sttiall as sweet. bophy is a hangover hind
Segtegatioil by any alter those days.
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should not have anYtiling to

can't compete. General Westmoreland, a South Carolinian,
once told me that a lesson
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was that idiots and geniuses

come in all colors. The mote
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do with the white *vitiation. the more they ,see that whites
I'm talking about the many ace very far from having a
liberals and radicals who have Monopoly o n w isdom or
come out in favor of segrega-lability.
tion.
We've got to work hard to
Sure, they don't actually break down the color barrier.
use the word. They talk about There is no point to helping
making the ghetto a better white bigots raise the walls
plate and building separate, still higher. That's why it is
Institutions, and in general so disappointing to see so
use a very high-flown voca-' many
I berals filling the
*et ?Mt Witteb Motte--6 Sumo*
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racists used to call "keeping keep segregation.
lrettpticE ptARLASI A TACKED THE RULING. 10 TNE- QIEC1410N WERE Meer,
the Negro in his place."
There is something strange
HE Milk __ p SME MAY MAKEITJA CRIft FOR WIV'E AND BLACK 10 APPEAR
Right now tin- t "place" is about a white professor whb
IN Vill 110101E AsARRET oct ANY PUBLIC A-nlERING:"
the ghetto. Like pristiti walls, has exercised his freedom of
z411-61.0- .
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the ghetto boundaries keep choice to get a good job and
Negroes in bad housing and live in a suburb which bars NeNU LUX KLAN FURNISHES
their
children
in
inferior groes from owning homes,
RICAN PROPAGANDA
schools. Negroes will achieve telling Negroes to stick in "STAY
IN SCHOOL"
Cooke, III, Mr. Brown, and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J.
ISTS IN THIS GIANT
equality
only
when
those the ghetto.
Admonishes James brown
Roy
Whalum. The boys
Whalum, Sr. and Lonnie
walls tumble.
It's pretty easy ti) throw to three of his
ardent young
met the "Soul Brother No.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
That doesn't mean the ghetto big words around and put
fans, left to right, Harold
I" when he appeared at
Longino
A. Cooke, Jr.
anc't be made better for but nice sounding theories J. -Skipper"
Whalum, Jr.,
the Coliseum recently. The
Photo by Stansbury)
does it mean that many about power and separatism, Lon gino
A. "Lonnie
Whalums are the sons of
Negroes, like other groups, but that doesn't get anybody
NEGROES WERE USED.
won't want to live in pre- a job or a house that's
E SPECTATORS WATCHED ALL
dominately
Negro
neighbor- rat-free.
IN HORRIFIED SILENCE.
hoods. But until there is a I wish that some of these
choice available so that Me- liberals and radicals would
a ve
and
groes can do what they wish put as much energy into NEW YORK — New oppor- King said that Mrs. Lillian Church, Seventh
tunities to learn and even- T. Lyon, director of HARYOU-1129th St.. from 3:45 to 5:45
to do, the ghetto will bar getting
Negroes
into
their
Send $1 fix 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
progress.
line communities, and jobs: Wally earn more were an- ACT'S After School Study Pro- , p.m., on Tuesday. Wednesday
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club...315 E. Carson St., Pittsburgh,
I think the ghetto has to' in their businesses ancf pounced by Charles H. King, gram, had developed classes and
Thursday.
Mrs. Lyon
director
of
the for elementary school age said. There, information would
be improved. Slum housing scheols. Instead of telling : executive
Pa. 15219. Discounts on bulk orders.
C o m m u nay students
should be replaced by decent' Negroes to segregate them- HARYOU-ACT
and
another
pro-be obtained from Miss Grahomes. Schools should
adults 'preparing ham in Room 2A,
be selves, they ought to be telling,Corporation, who urged high gram for
in
made the best in the city. The i white citizens to give Ne-,school students
Central.themselves for high school' Adults
s h ould
apply to
'Harlem. especially dropouts. equivalency or civil service Williamson in Room 3A at the
'Urban League has been work- groes breathing room.
ing hard to get business Some of these people are to enroll in the antipoverty examinations,
church between the hours of
:to put plants and offices so insecure about their own agency N special classes for The young students should 6:30 and 9 p.m. on Tuesday,
faif working students.
iinto
the
ghetto
so
apply
thatl prejudices that they
at Salem
Methodist Wednesday and Thursdays.
! people can find work.
1 all over themselves trying to
But just gilding the ghetto' keep up with the most ex. By AUDREY WEAVER
"If you have a minority isn't a long-range solution.ltreme thing any Negro says.
!that is losing its middle class, History shows that the isola- At the New Left conference
Eveti Withbut I ban on
tion of Negroes into their ii Chicago, the white deleyou have an awful mess. With- own
this hemistravel titfitide
commumites
with
as'gates
black extremists
out a middle class, you cannot little contact with the White. walk allletover
phere, Chicago did very well
them, only to
!build a community."
with tourism last year when a
majority
as possible, only have the Negroes laugh at
breeds the worst kind of them behind their backs. All
1
recOfff thiMber of visitors were
Hoffer insists that the Negro'
exploitation.
lured to the Windy City. ,
; they really were doing was
, middle class MUST be bribed
The old-time racists knew: patronizing Negroes. and that's
anything
or
into
re-integrating
With the government's rethis and that's why they I insulting.
:itself with the Negro masses set up a system
quest fbr uS to stilt in out
of segrega-: We need these Mille advoif there is any hope for racial Hon. So long as the
own bihkyard (hbunlry ), the 1
Negro•cates of separatism to come
progress.
city shbille del even better inI
was kept apart they could to their senses and rejoin
1968. Nbt hnly did a reeor- !
That's how the longshore- control him and dominate himd the fight for equality. There
number of heople Come to this ;
And lots of Negroes went are already far too many
i
man
part of Like Michigan's shores'
along with the system, dis- white people telling Negroes
couraging their kids froni what they need, and too
I* '67, biit they spent a lot of
AUDREY WEAVER
trying to make their way in few white people telling other
money.
Things do have a way of the white man's world. They citizens to get off the NeThose Who keep tabs on rights and riittehtly 6trYone backfiring. Mid this could be just didn't believe Negroes gro's back.
such things said, "viSitors1seditis to be eitpoinidifig on l happeding to racially bigoted:— subject. Erie hOffet, the1South Africa.
left behind ;389,750,000 in addition to convention expenditure world famous longshoreman'
•
which is also substantial."1 who has made a name for For the past several ytars
government there
has I
That's a 'right nice' sum, but' himself without schooling, is the
been beseeching whites from
with the Democrats headed no exception.
,everyone on the globe to Come'
herd for the big powwow, 19681
should do even better. There's In his latest musings, he ad- there and settle. Reason was1
mits that Negib deni antis areito reduce the monumental gap
lots to see here.
just, but he is agairk simplY between the black and White WASHINGTON --( UPI) —'earnings under Social Security
Thd misguided Negfbes vrhb 1'giving" the Negrd et eithi
population (blacks are far in The social Security Admini- up to — but not
including — the
Stration said about 450,000 resuddenly feel kt is smart to be he wants or deitands. hotter the majority).
cently retired workers would , year in which he retires.
antitie itie shatild reflect o States that this *ill tiiit
a
pet-son
returns
what
dy llkie suffered an the problem; that foremost the. Well this call has mostly get added benefits in their When
are still suffering from anti- Negro must demand much!been answered by Portugese, February checks because of to work, or continues to work,
Negto feelings and litefi txtte inore of himself or he won't Spaniards and Italians and increased earnings in their after this benefit amount is
that isn't exactly what the final
year of employment. fii-st computed, his earnings
what Jobs Factor Said last get anytvhere.
mozifh alter hiking clown to a Ah, but in view of the cur.i white Afrikaners had in mind Social S e curity Commis- doling the year he retired
They preferred some nice, sioner Robert M. Ball explained may be substituted for a year,
eenft,. in Mississippi where rent schism
between the black glean white Protestants and that retirement benefits are of lower earnings before he #6 is a feria
he gave away $20.m in $20 classes,
it is interesting to note.their new immigrants are al- based upon a worker's averagb reached retirement age.
to all needy Negroes- " thai.I Holier warns the Negro
billsmost solidly Catholic. So now
encdtintered.
against cutting himself offithe government has a new
I
— Ho hum!
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from e* austion and crippled by frostbite. Sotheone had to make the last dash

land as Matthew Alexander Hensoil
Day.Fitting tribute to the firit *in ova
to stand IA the *IP Of the *MIL

TAVt011

stI)2
47
C

STRAlettt ISCIUMION

be billjil

politicaladttailtige.
•

so0,11t000 .
Ultder PEO-y's With*, Mitt Hensort
bettitie an Able riavirtbr, adept at calcd Ain dist4hees do Plotting charts. A
slibrt 1IMC later, Peary bekan his re-

to the Pole, and fast, since a number of
nations were vying for the claim.
Matt Henson was the man. Trudging
the last painful miles, recording observations and calculating a tNe course,
Matthew Alexander Henson became the
first man to locate and stand on the
North Pole. Peary arrived forty-five minutes later,and,together,the men planted
the American flag.
No longer was Matt Henson an obi
attire adventurer. He *as giten a Cbrt
ktional Medal,life Memberthip in the
llorers' Club, a commendation front
e Ptetidetit, a Mastef bf Stiente tibliritis
Morgan State College,and numerous
hieddis and plaques from civic organize.
thins.
April 6, 1959, the 50th anniversary of
the distorety of the North Pole, Was
Proclaimed by the gobtintit of Marys

ø.

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. N PlIOOF.THE OW TAYLOR DISTIL LERY CO.,FlANKFOiT I LOtAllitt.

op time
that y8ii

New, daddy, in Oder Not to *este
mihe, am I right in pfbiiiini

et

Would you like to own this handsome sillIphiroel lust of Mettkow Henson? 14 tali, made a
antique bronze ebst stone, and carries the comp** Henson story...Nee* 0.00(whit is',knit
costs* SIM OM St Way Wet Nit Ind Terliwt Nese I Nei 99 Pork iiNsti N4lf4 KY.189141
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iJazz Festival
Will Benefit
The Boys' Club
A Jazz Festival featuring
recording stars from two
the
her
helped
Eugene Sar g ent, Leonard sin Karen Chandler
recording companies will
local
Small, C h arles Thompson, receive the young socialists.
presented on Sunday, March
be
unand
White,
Sydney
and
And then there were her
16, in the music ball of Ellis
Pinkston big sister, Annette, her little
Don
dergraduates
Auditorium.
and Dan Hancock.
sisters Carla "Chocolate" Loli, Proceeds from the affair
Also partaking of the loving ta "Peaches" and cousins
will benefit the Goodwill Boys
cup. gourmet foods and gifting Randy and Jayne Chandler.
Club of Memphis at 903 Walkher
attending
was
their Silhouettes with Valen- Jayne
ave.
er
tine candy were Jesse Wil- second Co-Ette meeting and
artists will include the
The
I
burn, John Yarbrough and had already conducted a poll
Stax Recording
from
stars
'
Ordrell Yar bro ugh from among her cousins and brothHI Recording
and
Company
else
who
out
find
er to
Covington.
Company.
meeting
had a t t ended a
CLUB NOTES . . . The
James Stewart of Stax told
in advance that she
Rubaiyats harkened to the knowing
the Tri-State Defender that
charmSome
the
one.
was
only
.
1
call of Mattie (Mrs. Louis)
the names of participating
er, that Jayne, hope we're still
'.
Little and Jewel (Mrs. Ivory)
will be released later
stars
Jewel's confy around with the chapter when
Walker, in
week.
this
she gets in her teens.
apartment in Capri Manor
Money raised at the Jazz
the
Teens dining on the catered
won
Just
and
Friday night
will be used to buy
Festival
spaghetti,
chicken,
of
dinner
the
for
nicest prizes ever
ERMA LEE LAWS
young people who
for
clothes
tarts
fruit
salad, hot rolls,
zaniest games!
dropped out of high
have
Judy
Johnson,
were
pop
and
obert)
R
of
s
tificates
r
r
e
C
M
(
Claiming
volume
a
Yvonne
is
man
"Every
school because o f improper
Award for outstanding achieve- Hooks III won a frozen food "Miss Co- E t te," Beverly
if you know how to read
clothing and to buy facilities
McChrisCamille
Orphelia
Steinberg,
perfect
Ruth Lewis and
ment in the community and carving knife, just
Harriett Walker and Nell
him." Channing.
SMART SET — MemTHE
Robinson,
Byas. On back row, same for the club.
Northcross. Standing,
IIIARITAL BLISS is what fraternity from Polemarch for this modern life; Lavonia ton, Georgette
bers of the Memphis chapDebbie
rthcross,
o
N
Debbie
H.
snared
J.
were
are Mesdames Ann
Deberry
Abron
order,
from left, are Mesdames
(Mrs. Clifford)
Sam Qualls is serving as
ter of the national Smart
th barometer and other weath- Ernest
Harris, Debbie Curiie, Kathy
Willis, Maxine Smith, Til- chairman of the Jazz Festival,
Vivian Willis, Jewel
are seen here after
Set
.r,rp.iiiet for Le. Adams, from M. I. College; a set of handsome ash
Jack- trays, Gloria (Mrs. William) Williamson. Gwen Williamson, being set up here recentlie Whalum and Lois TarpHorne,
Martha
Speight,
and Mr. Stewart of Stax Recsweethearts, Sandra A. W. Willis, Donald
Moyne
ward got two prizes no less, Sharon Lewis, Marilyn Carter, ly. On floor, from left, are
Joseph
Turner,
ley. (Withers Photo)
Jesse
Atkins,
company as co-chairman.
Julia
Reed,
ord
Gladys
son.
Charles
and
Lee P r u i tt
Sims: Maceo wall plaques and a wallet; Pamela St a rks, Chairman
Howard
Jordan,
Owen,
Addle
Mesdames
exchanged
Jackson. Jr., who
Walker, Thomas Willis, Pro- a scarf to ward off the of the Jr. Board of Directors.
wedding vows Saturday after_
lemarch R. L. wintry winds went to Beverly Janet McFerren, Melba Sarnoon at St. John Baptist vincial P o
B. Hall, R. J. Smith, Doris (Mrs. Greenie) tor. Barb ars Westbrooks,
Henry
Wynn;
Rev
pastor
Church with the
P. Porter.
W.
and
Walls, waved her cosmetic Faronette Randolph, Sharon
Roddy
alcEwen Williams officiating
for
conversation
Prompting
bag; §Edyne (Mrs. Truvillus) Lynn Jones, Janice Frazier
.
The charming Mrs. Jackson
and purpose of the organiza- members were joined by their
m atrons sponding secretary.
Memphis
Kappa Hall -has another box of and Vera McKinney.
Fifteen
of
side
istaff
d
the
and
Mr.
of
husbands in celebrating the,:
they
pants
is the daughter
in
Attired
tion.
Detroit,
from
down
Coming
the
dresses worn Valentine candy besides
Plus advisors Shirley Peace. now from the only Mid-South'
Mrs. Sampson 'Pruitt. and the Alpha Psi were
up plans for the in- occasion.
Mattie (Mrs. Samuel) one she'll receive from her Linda Hargraves, Honorary chapter of the National Smart were Mesdames Beatrice Gil- polished
The guests mingled from'.
groom a June graduate of by
llation.
sta
'
Preston,
Beatrice
and
(Mrs.
years,
liam
thirty
past
the
haute
For
Peggy
Set.
of
and
epitome
Moss
attorney;
the
Merlyn
Co-Ette
favorite
the living-dining-den area to
LeMoyne is the son of the Crossley
was
sesC.
"briefing
D.
Washington,
the
aiv
been
confined
while
have
Following
has
chapters
jeweled Harper) Brewer who
! yours truly.
adjoining cabana guest
senior Charles Jacksons. He couture in black wih a Willie) affin
ity f o r games chose Frankie Gregory was hos- mostly along the north-eastern represented by Mrs. Clementine sion" husbands joined the the
(Mrs.
overlooking the pool. ;
house
is in Data Processing at Uni- collar; Phyllis
King and Mrs. Thelma Clarke, group for the evening.
with up- , the Password even though the tess to the Compatibles seaboard.
of organ music
strains
Lively
s ersal Life Insurance corn- Kelley sophisticated
swept coiffure and shimmer- wrapping was deceptive; and Bridge club at her home on The National Smart Set is one of the charter members Saturday afternoon's sched- set the mood for the debut of'
pany.
champagne
a
with
began
organization.
the
ule
of
whose
mini-tent; Iva'Evelyn Mays won a wallet.
brown
Patrick Road and carried a social organization
the Memphis Smart Set.
Prior to the beautiful nup- ing
blue 1 Guests carting away prizes out the hearts and cupids bit members are most often recog- The visitors were met at: lunch at the Luau arranged by
Members of the local chapter
tials, the bride was feted with ( Mrs. R. .1.) Roddy in
were Genevieve Jones, a per- in deference to Valentine. nized for their world-wide tra- the Metropolitan Airport and Mrs. Ann Willis with toast- with their husbands are: Dr.
showers by Mrs. H. T. (Ida complimenting t h e s ilverY
Orphelia
Mrs.
Owen.
to
off
Addie
whisked
Mrs.
enterto
mistress
approach
sixteen
and
vels
Jewel
of
fectly gorgeous set
they retired
After dinner
and Mrs. Leland L. Atkins, Dr.
Mae) Lockard at her home glints in her tresses;
Bethel in pink: , glasses and Betty Hunter a to the den for the serious taining, especially after the Byes' for a delightful luncheon. Sight-sdeing, shopping and pop. and Mrs. James S. Byas, Dr. '
on LaPaloma and a brunch ( Mrs. Thomas)
Husband Dr. "Jimmy" Byas calling filled in the fleeting and Mrs. Arthur E. Horne, Mr.
Chandler, scarf.
business of bridge with Gwen 1 opera or theatre.
by Mesdames Letheann Sims Sarah (Mrs. Horace)
Lois Also enjoying the games Smith, June Latting, Wilma The Monmouth Shore Chap- was indispensable as the genial hours left of the afternoon with and Mrs. Robert S. Lewis, Dr.
and Mary Hill at the for- in black and white;
( Mrs. Clifford) Stockton, spark- and dining on stuffed pork Haley and guest Margaret'ter of New Jersey sponsored host with the potables. all of most out-of-town guests wind- and Mrs. Theron W. Northmer's home on Barksdale.
beans, candied Thompson winning the prizes. the Memphis group, and here which made for a delightful ing up at Mrs. Margaret cross, Mr. and Mrs. William
The bride's cute and petite ling in silver; Clifford was chops, French
Rivers'.
to conduct the installation afternoon.
hot rolls
salad
with
lead
a
tossed
taking
always
.
as
apples,
F. Owen, Dr. and Mrs. E. W.
Moss came
Merlyn
chum
Ann (Mrs. Other m e m hers present were six Jerseyites led by Typical of the casual ap- Saturday night, at the A. Reed, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick
(Mrs.
were
Jean
Rubye
hymn;
coffee
and
the
California
from Long Beach.
were
Grace
Brown,
Mertis
the
on
was
South
Walker's
entertaining
to
Maceo
proach
Mrs. Mable Wiley.
in blue silk: A. C.) Curtis. Mary (Mrs.
A. Rivers, Dr. and Mrs. Vasco
to serve as a bridesmaids Frank) Lewis
Ewell, L ill ian Hammond,
or get-acquaint- Parkway East, the Memphis A. Smith, Dr. and Mrs. W. 0.
infectious Frank was filling his usual William) Hudson. Helen Green, Lula H e d g eman, Dorothy Other Jerseyites were Mes- "ice-breaker"
her
added
and
dames Mild red Robinson, ed supper party given by Mrs. group was officially installed
pep songs Lorene ( Mrs. Isom) Buford,
charm to the bevy of beauties role leading the
Talley. Nellie Trotter, Helen Marion Robinson, Cecil Taylor, Jewel Speight, Friday night in a simple ceremony. This Speight. Jr., Mr. and Mrs.!
Payne.
and
on
go
Elbert)
which
to
seemed
(Mrs.
Betty
Chas, H. Tarpley. Mr. and
of
one
Merlyn.
in the wedding.
is on, reminiscent of the good Mary Rhodes and Maxine' Whalum and Annette Young. Merry Alston and Cynthia when the prospective members was followed by a cocktail Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, Mr,:
our Honorary Co-E
g
were
Jean
Turstin
.Gue
ttes
Sinclair. the national corre- were briefed on the history ' party where the brand-new and Mrs. Harold J. Whalum,.
days when the.Shipp
the daughter of Edna and old college
after ner, and Lynette Manahan.
fraternity:
the
go
made
brothers
Cardettes
The
Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Willis,:
,
making
now
who're
Enus Moss
(Mrs. Joseph) Atkins r tricks with a pleasant CONGRATS TO . . . Harold
Beach. Barbara hono
and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
their home in Long
in black. Joe was in Atlantic fervor a n d
bridge battle Whalum, who has succeeded
Willis.
PARTY TIME . . . And a
City attending the Principals royal was holding sway at his uncle, Lewis H. Twigg, as
lane
menion
down
jolly trip
as were two other Ethel (Mrs. Williard ) Bell's' president of Union Protective
Brown was the Waldorf restaurant on The other guests. Mesdames
is what Kappa Alpha Psi of his fraternity brothers,
w h en the girls' Life I n s u ranee Company, Mrs. Therese
Saturday
Virgina Grinner, Mardine K. GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF!:
provided in large memorable Floyd Campbell and
when
the Las Saturday, Feb. 3.
hostess
the
Melvin vied for spanking brand new which his father the late H. D.
night in the.
at, Members playing were Mes- Collins, Margaret Thompson
met
measures Friday
club
Bridge
Mujeres,
Whalum
The
founder.
young
'
. Conley. Dot (Mrs. Leonard)' bridge sets.
Olympic Room of the Shera
dames' Eva Kate Chambers,, and Annette Owens, received
. Small in white; Erma ( Mrs. After satiating themselves President is the third to serve
ton-Motor Inn for their SitLirlee Jones, Mae Frances; Valentine candy.
Branch in black; on a catered supper of broiled!the company in this capacity,
SKIN
houettes and sweethearts.
Florine Scullock, Jean
Martin,
in
,
mushroom
his
uncle
Carr
gravy,Ifollowing
and
father
chicken, with
Joseph)
The I o ng awaited date Dot (MrsRayner.
B.
Lillie
and
Robinson
white: . we think . Joe also cheese stuffed potatoes. Frenchlassuming the responsibilities for
brought the folks out early .
had his turn taking a lead beans, tossed green salad. which he has been groomed.
Missed by the members was
•
where they assembled in the
SKIN
hymn, and Jana hot rolls, coffee an da desert His
pretty
and
charming
Mrs. Bettye Jean Powell who
which in the
room
cheerful red
with
Porter
in
P.)
is
W.
wife
topped
Airs.
(
Tillie,
the
and
he's
cream
Nashville.
in
was
ice
of
on
glow
happy
cast its own
strawberries and homemade father of two sons, Harold The Philo of Sigma Gamma Mrs. Frankie Gregory won the
the elegantly garbed ladies blue- ,
.Adding their verve and pound cake Bernice (Mrs. Jr. "Skipper" and Roy. His Rho Sorority held its monthly f i r s t prize of a silk
SKIN
and hands ome. debonair
Williams Annie mother is Mrs. H. D. Wha- meeting for January in the a n d c o I o g n e: Mrs. Bettye s The Shelby Social club has
groomed vim to the dancing were ,i James D.
and _ m e t icuously
.
"SKIN
PALMER'S
SUCCESS" OINTMENT.. .
undergraduates . Claibor ne "Belle (Mrs. George; Saunders lum, Sr. and he is brother
. .
o
u
men of Kappa Alpha Psi'.
Washington took second prize held two meetings this year.
Scaling and
Itching,
Relieves
.
Parkway
Co-,
and
(Mrs.
,
with
is
v
Joyce
Emma
Da
Whalum.
S.
Jr..
of
1313
Kenneth
of
Roland
st
e
u
g
Music
Handsome WDIA
of, an ash tray and card set, Airs. Nlary Taylor w a s
Irritation of Psoriasis.
from 1 CHIT CHAT . . . Velma East.
Director Robert "Honeyboy'' chrane. Errol Johnson, visiting Carl) Stotts snared gifts
group met
("1:1y.,7,INES.
Howard) Pinks- Lois Jones had guest recently The election of officers was and Mrs. Emma Jean Turner hostess when the
Thomas and the Soul Sta. from Stillman College and es- Joyce (Mrs.
c 1A4a
captured the booby prize, aa, at her home on Sunday, Jan. ONLY
son,
1
Elizabeth
from
I
Moss
Mrs.
Eldora
Banks
from
Lewis,
Dot
Merlyn
Laura
by
Tucson,
conducted
ANT PRICE
AT
SIZE
corting
tion's gentlemanly engineer
, 26. Mrs. Viena Duncan was.
Ben) Tuggle, Rita Arizona where she is director Amos for the fiscal year,! address book.
"sweet.'(pars,
J. B. Brooks were there Long Beach; James
Both
GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
Ana San. (Mrs. John) olive and guest of the Midwest Region of Al- and a tasty luncheon was! The guest prize of a silk' hostess last Sunday.
spinning the very best of pea" and Lora
with the Ac -acting foamy nsedicatioo
won by'members s e r ved delicious
was
cologne
and
'scarf
Melvin,
rs.
M
Kappa
Alpha
Jr.)
(
pha
Sorority.
served.
Elsie
of "SKIN MUSS" SOAP. it beauty
'
newlyweds;
they're
,dridge.
delight
Soul Sounds to the
bathes while it fights germs that often
and menus to their club members.
Atkins.
Barbara
Mrs.
is,
Gibson
Lois
you
as
know
Josephine
is
Velma
Mrs.
Malunda.
'
escorting
aggravate perspiration odors...makes
of all and was evidenced and Leroy Baker
presiis
Harbert
Evelyn
Miss
won
you sure you're nice to be near.
Anderson
Minnie
Rosita
Mrs.
McQueen'
helped'
of
Daisy
little
Mrs.
the
director
Southeastern president,
Cute
by the absolute enjoyment Carol Thompson.
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.
also an ad- dent of the club, and Mrs.
prize,
booby
and
the
thel
Region
Jessie'
with
was
Mrs.
decorate
and
Founders'
mom
her
secretary,
loads
just
have
of • the dancers as well as The KaPPas
Florence Todd secretary.
I dress book.
of marvelous voices and in Valentine theme, hearts and! Day speaker at Lane Col- Campbell reporter.
watchers.
—
--was Issac, cupids, for score tallies and lege Sunday.
Genial Thomas Willis was excellent form
Rearing Children of Good
the chairman dispensing with White taking his turn at lead- favors at each place — setting
the hospitality. his Vivian ing with. harmonizers Em- containing calorie-loaded cho- Will is a current worthwhile
needs your
project which
flashing her winning smile i mett Beasley, Thomas Bethel, colates.
was smart in a white Grecian ! Harvey Branch, Roland Car'-' It was a family affair I support. Kick off meeting
dress revealing one shoulder ; penter. Horace Chandler, Sam- when vivacious Wendy Corley i was held at Mattie (Mrs.
out and jewels down the sides' uel Crossley, Dover Craw- feted the Co-Ettes Sunday ! Whittier) S e n gstacke's re.
of the conversation piece. Tho-'ford. Robert Crawford. Ed- afternoon at the home of her cently.
BY
Davis, Burnis Hall, aunt and uncle, Sarah and The first workshop will bemas'. introduced Jesse Turner., ward
gin
;
Quinn.
28
February
Wednesday
on
Chandler
T.
'
B.
HodHorace
Henderson,
1
Maceo
Elmer
who in turn presented
Walker who acted as master ges, Melvin James, Bennie 1 Her aunt Helen Shelby and 1 and will meet every Wednesi Jennings. Willie B. Kelley,: grand-dad J. T. Chandler 1 day f o r five consecutive
of ceremonies.
Hewitt Latham, Burrell Lee, were there to see that every-weeks. Sponsoring organizeand
President
NAACP
The
outspoken civil rights advo-. Willie P. Lee, Franklin Mc- thing went just right for I tions are the National Conmeeting. And of'ference of Christians and
cate was accompanied by! Neil, Earl Mims, C. T. Mit- Wendy's
his Allegra and "Mr. Success" chell, Lemuel Osborne, James course, her Co-Ette presi- Jews, t h e Anti-Defamation
escorted his daughter Pat, Payton, U. R. Phillips, Ocie dent cousin Marsha Chandler League of B'nai B'rith and
Pleasant. Norvelle Sanders, and second vice president con- the Catholic Council on Human
(Mrs. Harold) Shaw.
, Relations.
The sessions will be held
Hand Made Wigs
at
Evergreen
Presbyterian
Church from 9:30 to 2:15 p.m.
and babysitting at a nominal
fee will be available.
$4995
downtown • union ave.• southland mall
The s t e ering committee
is composed of Mrs. John
Semi-Handmade Wigs
Beifus, chairman; Mrs. Marshall Wingfield, Mrs. Jack
Klein, Mrs. Sengstacke, Mrs.
Betty Snowden, Mrs. Robert
$38
"
2
1
2 to 32/
fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 0 and 161/
Shafer, W. T. Ross, Jr., Mrs.
Bernie Weinman and Mrs.
Sam Levin. For more info
call 682-8009.
3 piece silk blend costume
The recent debut of the Memphis Smart Set has increased
our number of National worn45.00
ens' organ izations. Their
picture and account of their
installation activities is in this
k
2611
to
does la%
issue of your TSD.
Mini-Falls
Don't forget "Transpo '68"
Sunday February 25, at Club
Rosewood. Fashions will be
Spring costuming of ifs lereflesf ;n this
$2995
from Unis of Memphis. Conlength
rayon/silk blind... As walking
tact any Rubaiyat for tickHairlon
Falls
ets. Remember the cause,
coat is flood with fhe print of the match24" Long
transportation for the blind
adults to the Adult Basic
ing blouse ... navy only.
Education Classes at Georgia
Avenue School
$1095

Society

Merry

Go-round

Smart Set Organizes A Chapter In Memphis

•

Las Mujeres Are Feted By Mrs. Brown

ITCHING

Mrs. Roland

•
Shelby Social

Fetes Philo

SCAUNG

IRRITATED

Club Meets

g

527-3619
Gigantic
Clearance
Sale...

I

Falls

18"- $39"
21"- $59"

CSS

Mon Claire

1 '
7-1

14 No. Main
At Court

(

100% HUMAN
HAIR

Wiglets`
S895

FROSTED
WIGS
$2995

NAIL ORDERS: odd Soo postage. plus
4% tax for Tenn. delivery.

Consumer Tip

J

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWWIRIVIM • f450. MAIN •
1t12 UNION •
UNION AVE. •
Wm/Imams • SOuTNIAND mall•

The Consumer and Market.
ing Service suggests that you ,
feature orange slices atop
French toast for breakfast.
Halve the slices and heat in
orange marmalade. Put a
slice on each piece of toast.
and serve the remaining liquid'
as syrup.

USE
OUR
AY-A-WA

French Wigs

$59"

Mini-Wigs
$2495

SEE US FOR EXPERT
STYLING

SPECIAL SPECIAL

WE HONO
FIRST t.,•

-NAL

BANKAMERICARIT
EMI

CLEAN & STYLE $550
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Gladys Marie Thomas Is Bride
Of The Rev. Hickman Johnson

State Mother !Home Towners
IGuest Speaker

Fete Visitor

For Lambert

Marriage vows were ex- 1 Julius Bonner, Carlton Johnson,
And Mrs. Irene Jones grandchanged between Miss Gladys and Lenton Smith.
Mrs.. Ruth Atkins of Los
mother of the bride; Mrs.
Marie Thomas of Fitzgerald, The bride's
Family
Annual
Friends'
Angeles,
and
Calif., was the recent
Cora
Woodson, great-grandmother, Mrs.
Georgia, and Reverend Hick- Mary
Day will be celebrated next house guest of Mr. and Mts.
Thomas looked lovely mother of the bride; Mr. and
man Johnson of Memphis, in a green brocade
Sunday
at the Lambert Eddie Thomas of 2486 Vollendress with Mrs. Albert Jones and daughin a beautiful, double ring white
Church of God in Christ at
accessories.
ter Clemtoni; and Mr. John
Cove.
ceremony
recently
at the
1070 Keating st., and the public tine
Paul Jones, and daughter and
Queensland Elementary School The groom's mother, Mrs,
in Memphis, the Home
While
invited.
is
son, Cynthia and Donald, all
Auditorium, Fitzgerald, Geor- ArIena Johnson, was stunning of
Towners club entertained Mrs:
The
pastor,
E
Bishop
W.
Madison,
Ga.;
Mr.
In
a
and
Mrs'.
green
and white brocade
gia, . Rev. Roswell ackson, dress
Rodgers, will speak at the Atkins at a dinner party held
Maddox, Sr.
and
with white accessories. Horace
performed the
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
of Atlanta,
11 a m. service.
Mrs. Bernice Street was in family of Augusta, Ga.; Mrs.
ceremony.
The guest speaker for the S. W. Robinson of 1524 S.
Pearl
Walker,
Jacksonville,
charge of the table arrangeFriends' Day program at 3 Montgomery.
The bride was radiant and
ment for the rehearsal dinner Florida, aunt of the bride; Mr.
lovely in a white, organdie,
p.m. will by Mrs. Fannie Page, Among those present were
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Johnson,
and the decoration for the
floor-length gown, with lace
State Mother for East Tennes- Mrs. Ophelia Bragg, a past
Gary,
Indiana,
brother
of
the
see.
trim around the neckline, and reception. The rehearsal din- groom; Rev. and Mrs. Henry
president of the Home Townner was given by the groom's
Mrs. M. Davis is chairman ers; Mrs. Ernestine Brown,
veil of ograndie covered with
mother, Mrs. Arlena Johnson; Lyons, Thomaston, Ga.; Miss
of the observance, and Mrs. Mrs. Berthaniel McClain, Mrs.
net.
and prepared by Mrs. Annie Shirley Ann Thomas, and Mrs.
P. Pool and Mrs: E. Waller Ernestine Walker and Mr. and
Luvon Wallace, Minneapolis,
She carried a beautiful bou- Pearl Stepherson,
and Mrs. Minn., sisters of the
co-chairmen.
Mrs. Robinson.
bride;
quet of white carnations, which Essie Davis.
Rev. and Mrs. Roswell Jackrested on a white Bible, and
wore a string of pearls and The beautifully planned re- son of Atlanta, and little
began
imzuediately Miss Debbie Harleston, Hazelmatching earrings, a gift from ception
after the ceremony in the hurst, Georgia.
groom.
The
the
bride was cafeteria
of the school. The
FOR
given in marriage by her
Highlighting the pre-wedfather, James Turner Thomas. hostesses at the reception ding parties which honored the
were: Miss Martha Louise;
Anthony Lyons was the Johnson, Miss
bride and groom were the
Itialherta Meaorganist and the soloist, was dows, Miss Vivian
showers given by Mrs. Minnie
Aycox,
Vernon, Harleston, instructor of and Mrs. Luvon
Lenore and Mrs. Lorene Hogen
Wallace.
music at Fort Valley State
of Memphis. Happiness was
Serving
at
the
recepCon
College, Fort Valley, Georgia.
were Miss Sarah Nell Brant- radiated by the bride as she
He sang "Ave Meria" and ly,
Miss Grace Ann Wilcox, enjoyed fun and wit in opening
''The Lord's Prayer."
Mrs. Lillie Mae Stevens, and her many useful and lovely
gifts at the showers.
Directing the wedding was Miss Sandra Thomas.
The
Mrs. Gladys Turner, assisted atmosphere was festive and For her going away trip,
by Mrs. Edwina Jordan, and gay as the guests greeted the the bride wore a three-piece
Mrs. Dorothy Gibson
bride, the groom, and the check suit with black assesseries. She wore the corsage
526-8397
Miss Diane Thomas, sister wedding party. Mrs. Annie
from
her bridal bouquet of
of the bride, was maid of Pearl Stepherson introduced white
carnations.
for appointment
//i/r/l/fr I,,/I
honor. She wore an American the guests to the receiving
REV. & MRS. H. JOHNSON
The couple spent their honeyBeauty rose floor length, short line. The bride's book was moon in Tougaloo, Miss.
sleeve gown, with matching kept by Miss Shirley Thomas.
head piece. The bridal attend- Out-of-town guests attending
ants were Misses Rosemary the wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
Faulkner, Sarah Johnson, and Hickman Johnson, parents of
Doretha Wilson. They wore the groom; Mrs. Irene Smith,
dresses and head pieces identi- Mrs. Maridelle Meek, Mrs.
cal to the maid of honor's.
Rosie Jackson, Carlton JohnThe flower girl was little son, Donald Wilkerson, Miss
Miss Clemtoni Jones, and Ruby Wikerson, Miss Malberta
Donald Wilkerson was ring- Meadows, Miss Martha Louise
Sorority, Inc., at Bruce Hall'
bearer.
Johnson, Mr. Robert Smith, On Friday, February 23, the on the LeMoyne College camRev. Henry Lyons served as and Mr. Fred B. Johnson all New Folk Singers will be pre- pus at 8 p.m. From the fambest man. Ushers were Rev. of Memphis.
sented by Sigma Gamma Rho ous steps of Sproule Hall at
the University of California
at Berkeley to the warm
sandy shores of,Daytona Beach
at spring break, the New Folk
have thrilled tens of thousands
in an action-packed social
segment of college students
and adults.
They have also thrilled the
television audience when they
‘9681Rambier American Is No. 1, Outperforms Every Car In -Ifs
appeared on both the Ed SulliClass. Rambler American Is Better Than The Corvair,Falcon,Chevy.
van and the Today shows.
II, Dart or Valiant In Class Competition, In Acceleration, Ecoa.
When this group performs
there is a fresh and versatile
'
OEM Iraldng.and !Heel'. Tool AsProven At Daytona
Beach, •
sound of folk singing — a
musical pack age exciting. • -111 from beginning to end. The
program is more than music.
It is composed of college students who have found that life
can have a purpose and they :Latt2ii
blend their hearts lind voices
together to proclaim, without
apology, the very nature of
that purpose. They are sounding out to collegiate America
the adventure of personal relationship with Jesus Christ,
aith aiererad
The New Folk travel under
the sponsorship of the most
dynamic penetrating movement
of .this generation — Campus
Crusade For Christ International. Active on hundreds of
American campuses and in
220 .
approximately 40 countries of
lel 6 PAIS11110111
the world, the movement is
NEW 1968
acclaimed by leaders in all
areas of life for its effectiveness of presenting truth as a
lasting solution. to the needs :nazi
IT TAKES ONLY
USE THIS
of the world.
BOOK FOR
New Folk present both popular and religious songs in a
QUALITY
style that is invigorating and
fascinating. They sing from
STAMPS
We•Rame
QUALITY STAMPS
their hearts.
Oir.060.
OF ALL SIZES
Tear Credit
Tickets can be obtained at
TO FILL THIS BOOK
h Geed.
the business office of LeMoyne
College and the central ticket
COME IN FOR A RED CARPET RIDE
office at Goldsmith's.
JUST 24 PAGES TO FILL
Mrs. Nettye R. Jackson is
SEE IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS INSIDE
presentsorority
basileus of the
We sea
ethertised pries! I
ing the performers; Mrs. AzaPRICE
lee Malone, anti-basileus, and
FULL
•
The Pare Oil
Miss Jacqueline Johnson is
Thh W•ek isty.
Performance Champion
basileus of the campus chapter.
NOM.. YouOA.
A MILES PER
It's really true...2,400 Extra Quality Stamps for you when you redeem each
GALLON
Quality Stamp coupon that you recieved in the mail, at BIG STAR! Redeem
your coupons every week. You can fill two extra saver's books FREE when
you redeem your QUALITY STAMP Coupons at BIG STAR!

CONTINENTAL

!PHOTOGRAPHS
*WEDDINGS*
•PART
IES.
•
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PHONE

BANKAMERICARI1

New Folk Singers Will

Give Concert Feb. 23

400 FRE

SUCCESS SALE!

QUALITY
STAMPS

$

INVENTORY
3EWITBE REDUCED
00M
!
Highest Trade-In

Allowances On '68Ramblersi

'50 •

DOWN

FOR YOU

Car

AL CARS CARRY 3 YEAR-UAW ML WARRANTY! '
AMERICAN

NO. 1

1200

1795

24er

ENOUGH FREE STAMPS TO FILL 2 SAVERS BOOKS

Homemakers

SPECIAL PURCHASE Rambler 1967 .Ambassador & Rebel

.11
011[0

Money
sAL
E
1.995
saying
Woks Vacation

n.fortory Is offorlsi

as • spools! beefs Is ow, surfsisolaos wbich WI ore going to Feu es Is sec Ws wee
As soN • isit of teem. so If ear Friss deass't self s•...
VIM IS
ma, is es offer.
REBEL 4.door, syncromesh transmission, radio, white
Weil fires, oil bath air cleaner. Ser. No.

107507. New car 'price $2583. Sal* Price
AMBASSADOR 4-door station wagon,
radio, heater, automatic, air conditioned.
AMBASSADOR 4-door radio, heater, air
ing, tinted windshield, Company driven.
price $3532 (3 to choose from)
Pilo Pi**

'61 AMERICAN
a

*SO down wIth
our plan

Are Planning
Spring Affair

ANIASSADOR 4-01t. SEDAN

2195

$1997
191117
11141. I w

New carj

$1997
$17951

NEW JAVELIN
WORLD
71,• iw., -

5° with +radii:
42
OR $
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$950°

Booutlful Sports Co. - Letwost PrIc•..•
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2265
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Members of the LaRita
Homemakers club met recently at the home of Mrs. Bernice Jackson of 2667 Deadrick,
the chaplain, and made plans
for their Spring Cocktail Hour
to be held on Sunday, March
31, at the Oates Manor auditorium at 1157 N. Manassas St.
Welcomed back into the
club during the meeting was
Mrs. Bertha Sullivan Kohen,
the business manager.
Mrs. Julia Pleas, the sergeat-at-arms, was welcomed
back also after being away
for a year because of illness.
She was showered with gifts.
Officers of the club are Mrs.
Cleo Draper. president; Mrs.
Ann Falls, vice president; Mrs.
K Armstrong. secretary; Mrs.
J Jean, assistant secretary;
Mrs. Vera Moton, financial
secretary; Mrs. Alma Morris, 1,
treasurer; and Mrs. Tecora
Smith, reporter.
The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Pleas
iitAlltLaRosloma sty
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given his team two off days, Roe. MSU plays North Texas State (Ga.), 108-109, last Fri- season game in
from middle to ral's salary be raised to
are
November when 25 boys moved by writing R.O.T.C. Scholar- Most
day night here. Meggett had Coaches of Region Nine cage into the refurbished Haskell ship Program, First U.S. Army upper class families, and have $51,600 ($50,000 before taxes).
was scheduled to take off to here in March.
too rerequest was granted.
Montgomery, A I abama the MAGICIANS BREAK EVEN 28 points with Taylor and Rob- teams need not feel
Command, Fort Meade, Md. independent incomes. Inciden- The
Turner, the Cottage.
following day.
Battling for a berth in the inson bucketing 24 each to go laxed with Steve
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self-sufficient
dren
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It has programs for comprehensive treatment of their educational, vocational and emotional problems. Approximately 350 children live at the
school.
"Experience with Haskell
Cottage has indicated the new
residential program is a tremendous success," said Dr.
Robert H. Bornan, new clinical
director at the Center.
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E. Germans Disqualified
In 1st Olympic Scandal

Page 11

Grant Will Bring Music To Spelman College

—ATLANTA—
.bring together the Atlanta for a week of music.
dent . of the college, is for of our own time" to Atlanta
A $18,000 grant from the Symphony Orchestra and At- The grant, announced by readings of new and unper. audiences, along
with the
Rockefeller Foundation
will lanta's Spelman College;Dr. Albert E. Manley, presi- formed works by composers great classical repertory. It
of the southeast in particular, also furnishes the musical
•
and Negro composers in gene- accompaniment so vital to
GRENOBLE, France —,(UPI) ploded in anger when notified.
pionships, an East German
professional performance of
— The first major scandal of
The East German Luge male competitor became the
the other performing arts —
Under the grant made as ballet, opera, choral works
the 1968 winter Olympics broke officials used foul language," first luge rider to be disqualipart of the foundation's uni- and musical theater.
yesterday when the Interna- Isatitsch said. "One waved his fied under the new rules.
Miss Enderlein had led after
'versity-symphony or chestra
tional Luge Federation disquali- arms around, shouting and
estraAtlw
artiltla be
Sym
in- The symphony is one of the
fied three East German wom- screaming. I simply refused to the third heat with an aggrefounding
members of the
discuss any more and left."
gate of 2:28.04.
rIrvamo)rch
13
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kog
the
en for cheating.
Alliance — an
Arts
Atlanta
i
residence
at
Spelman
from
The
He
said an official notice of
disqualificiations
left
One of the three was Ortrun
alliance of performing and
March 12 to 16.
Enderlein, the defending Olym- disqualification would be de- Erica Lechner of Italy in first
visual arts institutions which
pic champion and the leader livered to the East German place with a combined time There is new hope for the On completion of his hospi- tody at any time he reverts The program calls for daily will be housed in the $13 milof
2:28.93.
Two
West
German
narcotics addict today, thanks talization, he can be released to the use of narcotics.
after three heats of this year's Luge Federation shortly. It
readings of the new works, lion Atlanta Memorial Center
as an out-patient, remaining
competition. Also ousted were was the first disqualification of girls, Christa Schmuck and to a relatively new law.
Again, those ineligible under followed by seminars in which opening in the fall of 1968.
Angelike
Duenhaupt,
unofficithe
Narcotics
games.
Federal
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under
Recourt
jurisdiction
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Anna Maria Mueller, who was
Title
I, because
of
the students and faculty will be
second after the third heat, The action followed com- ally were placed second and habilitation Act of 1966, as 36 months. If he resumes nature
of
crimes
their
or able to discuss the music
third.
implemented by an appropria- the use of narcotics, the
and Angela Knoesel, who was plaints by other competitors,
prior conviction, also are in- with the composers, musipossible
in
1967,
tion
it
makes
impose
can
the
court
criminal
Kathy
Roberts,
16,
of
fourth.
Miles
"two or three" who said they
eligible for the program un- cians and conductors. CulmiGames officials said the saw the East Germans warm- City, Mont. led the U.S. Con- for the narcotics addict to procedings set aside at the der Title II, except that a nating the week:in-residence CINCINNATI —(UPI)— The
commit himself for treatment time of his commitment to
'2:32.00.
three *omen had heated the ing the runners before starting tingent with
will be a public performance Cincinnati Reds announced the
prosecution The hospital. If he is free person charged with peddling in Sisters
f a cing
The United States and five without
metal runners on their wood Monday's run.
Chanel on the signing of newly acquired infielder Bob Johnson, relief
from addiction, the criminal narcotics if that offense arose,Spelman campus.
and metal framed sleds before Applying heat to the luge other nations threatened to for a crime.
because of his addiction may
pitcher Bob Lee and Rookies
shooting down the 1,000 meter runners makes them much walk out on Olympics luge Under the law, treatment charges are dropped.
be eligible.
Spelman, founded 85 years Bob Raudman, Bill Henry and
icy course in the Olympic's faster down an icy course. competition unless East Ger- rather than punishment is However, individuals chargmany is barred from the
Title III provides that an ago as the first college Tom Frondorf.
most dangerous event.
This practice was permitted event.
available to those accused ed with crimes of violence addict,
if not under indict- for American Negro women,
(murder,
rape,
those
etc.);
The announcement was made through previous Olympics, The U.S., Poland, Italy, of certain crimes, those conment prosecution or proba- is part of the six-college com- Assistant Gen. Manager Phil
by Bert Isatitsch, of the Inter- but the officials changed the Austria, Canada and Argentina victed o f c ertain federal charged with .importing or tion,
may voluntarily seek plex that makes up the pre- Seghi said the Reds now have
peddling narcotics and those
national Luge Federation, who rules.
14 players under contract, but
demanded the entire team be crimes and those who vo- with
convictions for more assistance. Any past criminal dominately N e g ro Atlanta the club still lags well behind
luntarily enter a rehabilitasaid East German officials ex- In last year's world cham- kicked out luge competIon.
record can not be held against University Center.
than
two
prior
felonies
are
most major league clubs in
tion program.
him, nor can he be pro- The music week will, accord-f players
signed at this time.
According to the Illinois not eligible for the program. secuted
ingly,
provide
not
only
a;
for voluntarily subState Bar Association, a per- Title II concerns the addict mitting to treatment.
At the showcase for new composers
has
who
been
convicted
of
a
seeks treatment
who
son
hospitalization but a meeting ground for
end of the
should visit the nearest U. S. federal crime and who is period he may
also serve up music students and faculty
about
to
be
sentenced.
He
Attorney's o f f ice. If the
may be submitted by the to 36 months under conditional of all the Atlanta-area colNEW YORK — (UPI) — Un- LIU surged to a 49-point lead Coach Roy Rubin's quintet addict qualifies, the U. S.
leges and universities.
court
to a 30 day examina- release.
petition the
Attorney
will
beaten Long Island University over Kentucky Wesleyan,
the had seen its lead cut to 15 court for permission to place tion after which, if he qua- The ISBA points out that A Coordinating Committee
finally exploded out of the
points a week ago, but more
lifies, he may be sentenced under the Third Provision of is now soliciting the subpack Tuesday when the na- new runner-up, by snaring 29 than tripled the gap by par- him in a hospital for treatfor t r eatment instead of this new law those who mission of works by comfirst
place
votes
and
397
addict's
criminal
The
ment.
•
coaches
tion's
cast an overlaying its own 16-0 record with
being sent to prison. Later voluntarily enter the rehabili- posers in the southeast and
whelming vote of confidence points in balloting by United Kentucky
Wesleyan's
upset record makes no difference.
may be released con- tation program can he re- Negro composers across the
for the Blackbirds as the No. Press International's 35-mem- triumph over Evansville last The law says he cannot be he
small college basketball team ber board of coaches. It gave Saturday that knocked the Pur- prosecuted for s ubmitting ditionally, under supervision, turned for further hospitaliza- nation. Chairman of the combut may be returned to cus- tion should a relapse occur. mittee is Dr. Wendell Whain the 11th weekly ratings of the Blackbirds the top spot ple Aces down to third, three voluntarily.
lum of Morehouse College.
the 1967-68 season.
for the fourth straight week. points behind the Panthers The spouse of an addict, a
Other
committee
members
member of the family or
from Kentucky.
are Dr. Chappel White of
Trailing far behind the first anyone in a position to know
Emory
University; William
three were Southwest Missouri the problem also may reH. Hill, Georgia State ColState, Trinity (Tex.), and Ne- quest that he be helped through
lege;
Mich adl McDowell,
without fear
vada Southern, which remained hospitalization,
Agnes Scott College, and Mifourth, fifth, and sixth respect- that he will instead be subchael Palmer, assistant conively in the voting based on jected to presecution:
—CHICAGO—
The program's theme will ductor of the Atlanta Symgames played through Feb. 10.
be, "The Transfer Student - phony Orchestra.
Three categories of patients
Pan American jumped two
may receive treatment under Eighteen senior colleges will How Does He Fit In?" and
places
to
represented
Bogan
seventh, Illinois
at
the
senior schools who have Robert Shaw, music directhe terms of this program. be
State moved into eighth. McUnder Title 1 of the Act Campus of Chicago City Col- agreed to participate are: tor of the Atlanta Symphony
Neese State soared seven
a judge may advise a nar- lege on Tuesday evening, Feb. Blackburn College; Chicago feels that a program such it,
places to ninth and Southwestcotics addict charged with a 20, for the benefit of po- State College; De Paul Uni- this is a vital part of the
orchestra's growth. "We must
ST. LOUIS — (UPI> — Ace ing to terms, and the 100-grand ern Louisiana dropped three federal crime that criminal tential transfer students desirversity; Eastern Illinois Unipitcher Bob Gibson of the St. "talk" was reported to have notches to 10th.
be held in ing detailed information about versity; Illinois Institute of give voice to the sound of our
charges
will
own time," Shaw says. "It
Louis Cardinals signed his con- been the cause of the failure Indiana State continued to abeyance if he commits those colleges.
Technology; Illinois State Uni- is all
lead the second 10 with Ashthe more meaningful
tract Tuesday, and whether or to agree earlier.
himself. He then has five Don Smith, Bogrn's College, versity; Lewis College; Loyola
when we can have direct
not the :/-game World Series Gibson's three world series land dropping four places to days in which to make a Counselor and co-ordinator
University;
for;
Mundelein
College;
contact between the composers
winner received $100,000 re- victories against the Boston 12th and San Diego State and decision,
the progr,.- .rn, said the presen- Northern Illinois University;,
mained a mystery.
Red Sox gave him five con- Eastern New Mexico each If he agrees to treatment, tations will be given in two St. Joseph College (Rensalier, of this music and our Atlanta
Symphony musicians and At
Gibson's signing came in a secutive complete game Se- slipping one place to 13th and hewill undergo examinations!successive sessions
during the Indiana); St. Francis College lanta college students."
telephone conversation from ries victories, typing the record.14th respectively. Howard for 60 days. After exa minaevening
the
from
first
7:45
(Joliet);
St.
Xavier
College:
general manager Bing Devine of former New York Yankee Payne leaped three places to tion he will spend a period
of to 8:40 and the second from University of Illinois - Chicago As the keystone of Atlan15th, followed by Los Angeles
from Omaha, Neb., where De- great Red Ruffing.
time (probably at least six 8:45 to 9:40 - allowing every Circle Campus; University of ta's musical life, the Symphony,
vine had gone to a ppear on By permitting only 14 hits State; Norfolk State and North- months) at the U. S. Public student
the opportunity to meet Illinois at Urbana; and Western; under Shaw's direction is in- STRAIGHT KIJITUCAY BOURBON WHISKY • DO PROOF
eastern
Oklahoma
(tied
for
Gibson's radio show.
in the three complete World
Health Service Hospital in , representatives from two col- Illinois University.
I creasingly bringing "the sound ; ©111CI1NT AGL DISTILLING CO FRANKFORT, KY.
17th);
Central
State
(Ohio);
The 33-year-old Gibson had Series games of 1967, GibLexington,
Kentucky.
leges.
a 13-7 record last season. The son matched the performance and Philadelphia Textile.
big righthander was sidelined set by Christy Mathewson in
six weeks when his leg was 1905 for the New York Giants.
fractured by a line drive off Devine had conferred with
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
the . bat of Roberto Clemente. Gibson last month during the
Gibson had sought to reach his St. Louis Baseball Writer's din-' ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Red
To bee
third 20-win season in a row ner, but no announcement was Cochran, one of Vince Lomwhen he was hurt.
forthcoming.
bardi's original assistant coachIt was at Omaha. Gibson's Gibson had returned the Car- es at Green Ray, was hired
hometown, that Leo Durocher, dinals' first contract offer for by the St. Louis football Carmanager of the Chicago Cubs, the 1968 season. There was no dinals as offensive _backfield
said that if the Cardinals don't word how close Gibson came coach.
as Cagy 10 own a Wad
i/tem
give Gibson a 8100,000 contract to the Durocher figure, or if
Cochran started with the
"they are crazy."
the contract hit the one-bun- Packers in 1959, the year that
As any other car on the market .
Gibson had been slow in com- , dred grand.
Lombardi took over the head
coaching job, and remained
We appreciate your Business at
with the team through the
1966 season. He was out of

New Law Seeks• To Assist
•
cs Addict
The U.S. N

Reds Correll 3

F

LIU Holds 'Little' Lead

Bogan Campus Gets

DID HE GET $100,000?

Bob Gibson Inks
Cardinals' Pact

IT you can find
a better Bourbon
...buy it!

Cochran Hired

How current
are you?

Wadillac

elegance in action

It's

Test yourself.

Caruthers, Kemp
Pass NYAC Meet

MADISON CADILLAC

frtball last season.
The 45-year-old Cochran was
a player with the Cardinals
, from 1946 through 1949 when
the team, then the Chicago

By FRANK WATSON
Central Press Sports Writer
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/*come a ...

*
*

Wear stay-pressed
clothes?
0

0

0

Always

Sometimes

Never

Use
frozen dinners?
0
Always Sometimes

Never

Doctor's Assis
Medical
Receptionist
Nursing Assisi
Nurse's Aid

New Is vow these* fo be trained in • few short week fen
Om WAN lob opportunities now existing in the lAsclical fisld
h, iii. Memphis *M. No •oe N114-1644
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES

33 He. Clovoleoul—Ssit• 100
Munilibk. Tees.

Cresol-1ms 111.1q.

526-8207
327-8451

Standard of theWorld

COUPE DE VILLE
Use
shaver?
electric
an

Dial
Long Distance Direct?
0

Always Sometimes

Never

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

0

Always Sometimes

Never

Save up to 40%

Southern Bell

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

.MADISON CADILLAC

FREE JOE PLACEMENT
CALL 272-1407 OR WRITE

MIdatate Medical Academy

2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

Alar7ns..

Doing things the modern convenient way is
about the best way we know to save time. And
nine times out of ten, money as well. For example: Dialing Long Distance Direct is not only
the modern convenient way to call . .. but the
most time and money-savrng way as well. So,
why not do it more often? After all, you can
afford to when you Dial Direct ... and save up
to 40% over calling person-to-person. Remember too ... rates are lower every night and all
day Saturday and Sunday.
Dial Wig Distance Direct-get low station-to-station rates.

Wear The Wh
Uniform Of Med
*
*

`---(/11,1
7 111146

in 1947 and 1948.
—

Fullmer, Moore
Clash Feb. 20

QUESTIONS
1—Who is Dennis Hull!
2—What team does Lon maban coach?
3—What team is Mike (arrett with?
HE spent
HOOHEET
four yea-rs on
the Buffalo
bench before
'being traded.
This Raider is
American Football League's
m os t valuable
player for 1967.
He's an 113C.• Notre Denser.
ANSWERS
'ejaILL) AIL) runrizvx—,1

4ZSI

Cardinals, won division titles

NEW YORK — (UPI) — by meet director Ray Lumpp
High jumper Ed Caruthers of showed 18 Negro athletes still
the University of Arizona and were scheduled to
compete.
middle distance runner Jim
Kemp of the U.S. Army are The entry list includes Earl
— (UPI)
the only "name" Negro ath- McCullough, the football play- SALT LAKE CITY
middleweight
Top-ranked
—
letes expected to boycott the ing hurdler from University
will put his
Don Fullmer
New York Athletic Club's cen- of Southern California; and chances for.a title fight on the
tennial track meet Friday Jim Hines of SOuthern, co- line Feb. 20 when he faces
night.
holder of the world 100 yard young and aggressive Carl
A check of entry forms show- dash mark, Bob Beamon, Tex- Moore of Phoenix, Ariz.
ed Caruthers and Kemp were as El Paso, world indoor rec- Fullmer's manager, Angelo
among 12 Negro athletes who ord-holder for the broad jump. Curley, announced the fight
.have indicated they will not An estimated 400 athletes would be held in Phoenix.
compete in the event—first will compete in the meet. Sev- Fullmer, ranked first among
World
track meet to be staged in eral schools with teams that middleweights by the
been
Association,
has
Boxing
white
have
and
Negro
both
the new Madison Square Garmembers, have decided to boy- assured a crack at the winner
den.
cott the meet because of al- of the Emile Griffith-Nino Bendiscrimination venuti title fight in New York
racial
An entry list made available Peged
by the NYAC. Villanova is on March 4.
among those that pulled out. However, Curley indicated a
loss to Moore might snarl his
There still was a chance fighter's chances for a title
athletes would bout.
that certain
withdraw before meet-time or
The 28-year-old Fullmer, of
might refuse to cross the Salt Lake City, has been rankthreatened picket lines in front ed number one by the WBA
for the past 18 months.
of the Garden.

ki 196W

Buy U.S. Saving Bonds --

OVER SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

9
6
8
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Tougaloo Magicians'
Final Foe Of Season

Try A Little Vinegar
In Cleaning Problems

LeMoyne's regular basketball schedule draws to a close
this Saturday night, Feb. 17,
in Bruce Hall when the Magicians tackle the invading Tou-

galoo College cagers from Tougaloo, Miss.
A quarter cup of vinegar in mixtures and bring to boilig
Tougaloo shackled the Magithe dishwater will make your point. Simmer 40 minutes.
cians, 134-119, Jan. 11, at Touglassware and crystall gleam. Pack one hot, sterilized jar at
galoo, and will be out to prove
Try this in your automatic a time. Fill to within /
1
2 inch I
that the win was no fluke.
dishwasher, too. Keep a glass from top. Seal jar at once.
LeMoyne will be just asi
coffee pot clean and bright Yield: 6 pints.
determined to show Memphians
by boiling Speas vinegar in
that they weren't as bad as
it once a week. You'll never
all of that.
have brown "coffee stains."
The Magicians play their last
And a quick scrub with hot
conference game of the seasoni
vinegar will take the rust
The C it izens Committee this Friday night against Fisk
stains from the bottoms ofi
•
Council will hold its annual University at Nashville. This
•
flower vases and fish bowls
Lincoln-Douglass Patriotic Ban- should be a scorcher, too, bethat have had water standing
quet on Sunday, Feb. 25, at cause the Fisk Bulldogs claim
RADIO INTERVIEW - A
tor of business at Tennesin them.
the Crystal Hall of the Chisca they weren't themselves when
sense
careful
of
purpose,
see State. Dr. Lloyd is bethey
lost
to LeMoyne, 136-100,
You can open a stopped
Plaza Hotel.
selection of faculty and stuing interviewed here by Rosink drain by pouring a handA highlight of the evening! here last Dec. 8.
dents, public service and
land Wolfe, left, Nashville
ful of baking soda down the
will be "Fashions from Queen's1 LeMoyne took on Lane of
commentaresearch
radio-television
are
priorities
for
Jackson
Tuesday night of last
drain pipe, adding one-half
1Way," to by narrated by Mrs.
tor.
Mazie V. Gentry during a week in a return engagement any university, according
glass of Speas Vinegar, and NASHVILLE - "A sense of
purpose, careful selection of
and got plastered, 84-67, before _-_to Dr. Grann Lloyd, direccovering tightly for
cocktail hour.
about
and students, public
faculty
one minute.
A prominent guest will give a packed house. The Dragons'
service, and research" are
the address during the ban. moving offense and sharp
In the ironing and pressing priorites for any university,
shooters were just too much.
quet.
category, vinegar turns up acocrding to Dr. R. Grann
The banquet is a patriotic They had beaten LeMoyne,
again as a wonder worker. To Lloyd of Tennessee State,
program for the community's 113-88, at Lane, Jan. 9.
•
put a beautiful new dull finish versity.
cultural and educational enon a shiny wool suit, press Dr. Lloyd, director of the
joyment.
it under a cloth wrung out Division of Business at Ten- LIBERIAN ORPHANAGE
President
recently. The
Reservations may be made
of a solution of one-third vine- nessee State, made the state- - Mrs. Hubert H. Humphorphanage was started by by calling any member of the
gar to two-thirds water.
ment in an article entitled rey warmly embraces a
the wife of a U.S. Ambas- Citizens Committee at 257 S.
•
If you'd like these tips and "Priorities for Any Expanding little girl from Monrovia
sador to Liberia and now Main or by calling 525-3794 or The Mid-Winter Session of
dozens of others in a handy University" published in the who is a resident of the
Loaded withi Equipment.
has the active help of the 946-5856
the Tennessee Baptist Mission- Owen College Hornets' final
booklet, write for a free copy current edition of Oregon State orphanage for normal and
I.iberian President's wife,
New, Assume Notes
Like
season
home
is
the
game
of
ary and Educational Convenof Speas 28-page booklet, "Over University's International Quar- handicapped children that
Mrs. William V. S. Tubman,
slated for Feb. 20 in the
St.'
tion
will
at
the
be
I
field
60 Ways to Cook and Clean terly, Improving College and she visited when she was
Mrs
who a c companied
Stephen's Baptist church at LeMoyne gym.
with Vinegar!" to Speas Com- University 'Training.
PER MO.
In Africa with the Vice
Humphrey to the home.
They will play at least three
508
N. Third st. Feb. 20-22.
pany, 2400 Nicholson Avenue, A widely quoted educator,
Persons who wish to make more games on the road, in200 YOUNGER CARS
Kansas City, Missouri 64120. Dr. Lloyd is an alumnus of
reservations for the meeting vading West Kentucky, Feb.
-IN STOCKThe booklet contains many Tennessee State having earned
State,
23,
Mobile
Feb.
16,
should call the pastor, Rev.
treasured recipes for home- the. master's at Columbia and
Selma
in
Alabama, Feb.
15 Blocks East of New
0. C. Crivens. at his office: and
made pickles, relishes and the Ph. D. at New York
525-0722, or at his home 24.
CAR SHOW ROOM
spiced fruits. This one, for versity.
The
high-scoring
Hornets
276-8201.
Corn Relish, is a favorite:
In his article he adds that
AVE.
1593
record
impressive
boast
an
Mrs. Della Sanders of 596 Officers of the Convention
university administ ration
CORN RELISH
and
are
almost
earn
a
sure
to
278-9926
Lucy
are
Revs.
st.
was
A.
McEwen
hostess when
Williams,
should promote an atmosphere Installation of officers of A. Caldwell, treasurer; the
k: dozen ears corn
president; Charles Fitzgerald, berth in the Southern Interin which "the mastery and the Glenview-Edgewood Manor Rev. Eddie Currie, chaplain; members of the Illinois Cen.
1 bunch celery, chopped
tral
Railroad
Ladies club director: W. H. Walker, secre- collegiate Conference sched•
•
1 small head cabbage, chopped extension of knowledge, crea- area association has been re- A. T. Ricard, parliamentarian, met recently.
tary, and Roy Love, treasurer. uled for Feb. 29-Mar. 2
•••••
tive self-expression, and intel- scheduled for Sunday, Febr- and Mrs. Rubye H. Gadison,
I onions sliced thin
iiectual independence will thrive uary 18 at 3:30 p.m. at Taber- reporter and also chairman of Devotion was led by Mrs.
2 green peppers, chopped
Irene White, and a brief busiand distinction
will hover nacle Baptist church, Kendale the installation program.
2 quarts SPEAS vinegar
ness session conducted by the
All
stadents,
faculty,
residents
lover
the
the
of
the
area
Burris.
and
2 cups sugar
president, Mrs. Irma Varnaare
university."
invited
and
the
to attend and to
Councilman Fred L. Davis of
1 cup flour
do.
the Fourth District, which in- become a member of the or- During the recreation period
'2 cup salt
ganization.
Even the best fitting dentures can be paincludes the Glenview-Edgewood
'2 teaspoon mustard
conducted by Mrs. White, ful.
New medicated cream recommended by
area, will be the principal
one-fourth teaspoon cayenne
Mrs. Varnado won the first many dentists relieves tender sore spots.
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
When
Irritate gums, apply
turmeric
speaker and H. 'I'. Lockard,
1/2 teaspoon
prize. A delicious repast was 01111-1ELdentures
d for fast, long-lasting relief. SpeSUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
administrative
assistant
Cut corn kernels from cobs.
cial anti-irritant base helps comfortable
to
served by the hostess.
adjustment. Antiseptic too, soothes and
Gov. Burford Ellington and a 1
Put corn, celery, cabbage,
The next meeting will be helps
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
prevent denonions and peppers in kettle' Atty. H. T. Lockard, admini- resident of the area, will inheld at the home of Mrs. Yar- ture odor and infection.
Don't
out-Pr
MONEY LOANED
and pour in half the vinegar 1 atrative assistant to Governor stall the officers.
ato
' The Gay Ladies Social club ned° at 1100 South Orleans. fer;apply ORA-1EL d sT
Mix sugar, flour, salt, mustard, Buford Ellington, will be the The organization, formed to held its first meeting of the Officers will be installed at now, and relieve
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
is
•eiros
iin
gum pain In seccayenne, and turmeric and add guest speaker for the Merose fight commercialization and year at the home of Mrs. the meeting.
onds.
_
remaining vinegar. Combine High School PTA's Founder's industrialization of the neigh- Willie Mae Daniel of 956 Driver Mrs. Velma Williams is Ask pharmacist foror
176 IL 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-53004
Day program on Monday night, borhood, will have T. R. Mc- st. and discussed projects for secretary, and Mrs. Ida Martin reporter.
475 Students Enroll
Lemore as president, and the the year.
Feb. 19, at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Marie Scott, program, Rev. Edward Ouellette as The club is sponsoring a
For Second Semester
chairman, and Mrs. Mollie vice president.
party on Saturday, Feb. 17, at
LOAN OFFICE
Owen College, a two-year Long. co-chairman, are asking Other officers are Clifton 522 Linden, and the public is
institution, enrolled 475 stu- all parents allg friends of the Satterfield, assistant secretary; Invited.
TERMITES -ROACHES
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
dents for the second semester. PTA to attend the service.
Mrs. Isom Wilson, correspond- Mrs. Ellen Rushing is presiWATER BUGS-RATS
LADIES WANTED
It was announced this week Floyd Campbell is principal ing secretary; Mrs. Carrie dent, and Mrs. Rosie Brooke Make up to $1.68 per hour doing
MONEY TO LOAN
Licensed and Bonded
simple sewing in your spare time.
by President Charles Dinkins. of the school.
Scott, financial secretary; H. secretary.
Write,
Jarnster
Industries
Inc.,
CALL. US BEFORE

Lincoln-Douglass
Banquet Slated
For Chisca-Plaza

Priorities For
A University
Are Outlined

Hornets P ay
Final Game
. .
Mid-Winter Meet
At St. Stephen's On Fe

DOUTHIT-CARROLL
PONTIAC

66 GTO

s64"

Mrs. Sanders

Glenview-Edgewood Area
To Install Officers

I Is Hostess

To I C Ladies

LiNION

DENTURES
HURT?

Lockard To Speak
For PTA Founders

ATHAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

Gay Ladies Club
ans or a y

1°c1

PEST

Classified Ad

Zip. 4978
100 Ashmun. !Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
BEAUTICIAN WANTED
EXPERIENCED
beautician
needed
for mostly week-end work, pleasing
Personality. Nice location. Plenty Of
business.

FINAL CLEARANCE

EXTERMINATING CO:
YOU AR(
EABARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL
0
•
V/

For appointment call 942-9135 or,'AM•
come by 1786 Lapaloma
HOUSEMAN - GARDENER
Five days live-in, or out. All meals,
$50.00 per week. Paid Vacation.
Reference required. For appointment
call 682-3262.
1956 Buick Special two door Hardtop-one owner, all original V8,
radio, heater, power steering $350.00
small down payment. 810.00 per
week.
AUTO-HART
ROAD
BROOKE
•
397-1051
1957 Ford, one owner, all original
power steering. nice. $350.00
small down payment. $10.00 per
week. Coma by to owe a fine oar.
AUTO-MART
ROAD
BROOKS
397-1051

EVERS

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
I PH. FA 7-6033

at ALL FOUR ACE APPLIANCE STORES

No Money Down-No Payment June
FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATORS
Floor Models, demomstrators, Loaners
and some slightly damaged.

EPSTEIN

ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 6-1450

wwwwwwleirwawimmealgeldb

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

AU. CARRY FULL FACTORY WARRANTY. ASK ABOUT
OUR FREE 5 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY.

YOUR NAME _

ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE, NO SERVICE POLICY TO
BUY. WE SERVICEEVERYTHING

WE SELL.
D-12./41.-11.47 pi69
ea
1

4-FAMILY SIZE REFRIGERATORS

12-12.H.l.-CC-I.H0p,

69

3-REFRIGERATORS, FAMILY SIZE

FRIGIDAIRE FOOD FREEZERS

1-CII•st Typo FREEZER,
Holds 475 Lb..
5-UPRIGHT FREEZER, 12-Fl.,
Holds 416 Liss

CFICK

FRIGIDAIRE 2-DOOR
REFRIG.-FREEZER
*Giant 126-lb. size
*14.6 cu. ft.

top

8178

UFP0-1204.

2-Infinite Speed WASHER.
W11 89
1246.Copority •••• eo /04/1/01

FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC RANGES
1-3o-;.. Electric
1313CE ,
438
RANGE
1 -30-in. Electric
RANGE
1 -30-in. Customs Deluxe
ELECTRIC RA1161

FRIGIDAIRE

RSA30E 8118

ICDC'set

$208.

FRIGIDAIRE DISHWASHERS
6 -DISHW•SPIERS Delo"
Front Leeder, 14 Cl... Setting

'It *169
DW1M
.
L $199
.

2-DISHWASHERS, Imperial
/rent toed•r, 16 Pl.. S•tting

FRIGIDAIRE AIR CONDITIONERS

1

Portelehe Wools*
Illoorsaete• 1.40

$88

12,000 BTU
AIR CONDITIONER

IA,. Nature!
or Reicore Gee

10.000 ITU Reeve AIR CONDITIONER

3431

Plias• 124-440S

Hurry! Only a

WHITEHAVEN
4215 Hwy- 11 Se.
nee* 396.0118

998•

/le15305 $209

15,000 ITU Ream AIR CONDITIONER -

$198
ACE finklAgitco•

EAST

4•12X11.

12.000 ITU Wee., AIR CONDITIONER

SArget.111014. kW.h
0.0
ellos

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

111111101111111

41224

I-WASHER, Cuctero
WC1Al-CC $199
lioperi•I• 12-Lb. Coprocity •••

freez,,r

big, only 32"

'2

8

1151 too
..11 PIIMRINTIAL
tiCYICI

AUTOMATIC WASHERS

95

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

t/I0.12-1. 41186
ea

7-12-Ft. Upright FREEZER
100.!-• Fr•st•Preet Hold. 406 Lbs.

A-19:311•262..

HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain how
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.

few left at clearance prices act al1 above Novas.

FRAYSER

LAMAR

orgy. at 0.1
mis
Pima* 358-4515

Phone 324.6116

NOTICE!
al -.•4

.....

2174 Lams
1..

Moog 15....fatello

Mother's name

CAN YOU USE

ALL 4 Shove
Opole "Hi
oweis miglAf

If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
•
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
Leath
ALTIALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
387

527.8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3
BAILEY'S
Cheise
l:RUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940

Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m.. 12 P.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
l1E4NOTCollege
C
RESCRIPTION
E
S55
7INVPGanEnS
eS0 SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Rork Ave.
324.9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. Mc Lamar*
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
41791 Horn Loke Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park. Avenue
452-3101

*Speedy Delivery
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Pork Ave.
BELLEVUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO.
1804 S. Bellevue
.18.1 SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GPO.
3540 Weaver Rd.

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY

Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER

1297

1237 Vollentin•
276-9509

Fresh Meat. & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vol lentine
272-3112
Erne

Delivery

L & H SUNDRY
142 SIlverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
11037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town News.
papers
10 N. Main
526-9648

ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712

Pres. & Del. Service,
POST OFFICE.
BEALE BRANCH .
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 F3eale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 5. Parkway E.
948-4531

RUSSELL REXALL

DRUG

2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY

178W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948.4576
Pres. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION

337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY

303 Vane.
vic's SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avant:*
WELLINGTON SUNDRY

WADLINGTON
251 E. MeLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Chelsio
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell

A

